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LARRY BROWN

ON a warm September afternoon almost fourteen years
ago, I walked into Bishop Hall and found a kind man I
didn't even know then, Evans Harrington, and pressed a
burning question on him: Could I take the writing course
that fall? I explained that I was not a student, just a resi
dent of Lafayette County, a city firefighter, and a fledgling
writer. I had been working for two years on my own, with
no direction or guidance, and no real sense of what I wanted
to write. I had just published my first story, in Easyriders,
motorcycle magazine that generally featured a couple of
naked babes astride a chromed iron horse, along with a
couple of biker stories each month. I was ready to expand
my horizons, and I was nearly desperate for some help.
Evans sent me down the hall to see the teacher, Ellen
Douglas, and I repeated my story
her. She wanted to
know what I had written, and I told her that I had com
pleted three novels and about eighty short stories. She said
that 1 could attend the class.
Jo Haxton, as I now know her, was a wonderful teacher.
Her writing class was exactly what I needed at the time I
needed it. She taught out of something I had never seen
before,
Norton Anthology of Short Fiction, and through it
she introduced me to writers like Flannery O'Connor and
Joseph Conrad and James Joyce. For the first time I was
able to see the kinds of stories I really wanted to write, and
I learned what is that a good story is supposed to do to
the reader. I learned that Faulkner's advice, to write about
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the truths of the human heart, was dead on. I learned many
things I hadn't known before, but mainly I learned that I
had a long way to go before I could write the kind of fic
tion I admired the most and have somebody pay me for it.
We wrote our own stories for the class, and we went
home and read the stories she assigned to us from the an
thology, and then we came back and talked about every
thing. She lectured and we took notes. We learned the
meaning of words like denouement, and immediacy, and
mood. We met one afternoon a week for three and a half
months, and I lived for those classes. I wanted to narrow
the chasm between what I was writing and what I wanted
to write, but sometimes that seemed almost impossible.
When I read "A Good Man Is Hard to Find," I was afraid
that I would never be able to shake the reader with my
work the way Miss Flannery shook me. I had lots of wild
hope, but little skill. I did not have any objectivity about
my work. I had written a lot of things, but I had not writ
ten enough. There was nothing to do but keep on writing,
and believe that if I wrote enough, I would eventually learn
how.
The writing class was full of enthusiasm, and it was a
nurturing environment for all of us. The time seemed to
pass too quickly, and one day it was over. I was out on my
own again, and ready to work even harder than I had be
fore. I wrote twenty-five stories that next year, 1983, and
novel I can't remember much about now. I sent stories out
all the time, and they came back. Those days seem like
another life now. My children were small and when I was
able to find time to write, I would shut myself away in the
kitchen and bang on a little portable Smith-Corona, and
the clacking of the keys would go on late into the night. It
must have seemed odd to my family, what I was doing. I
worked all kinds of part-time jobs to bring in money, along
with my fire department job, and on the weekends and
evenings I would write.
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During a three year span of time I sold three stories,
and had my other stories, along with some new novels I
wrote, turned down one hundred and twenty-seven times.
But that is the nature of a writer's apprenticeship period.
You write things in order to learn and they get turned down.
You're not able to see for a long time how weak or crippled
or wrongheaded your work is. You don't know that the
reason your rejection slips come back blank with no hand
written notes of encouragement from the editor is because
there are thousands of young writers out there, like you,
invisible, full of hope, and all their stories are stacked be
side yours in an office somewhere, a mountain of them, a
steadily growing, slightly tottering pile. The writers who
give up fall by the wayside, their voices never to be heard
from in this world. The ones who keep writing will even
tually learn how.
Somebody has read all those things. Somebody has
wade through all that hope, face that mountain every
day. It has to be a staggering task. Some people are paid
to do it, others work as volunteers. Most of these volun
teers work for the literary quarterlies. Some earnest young
woman or man plows through those piles on the week
ends and the evenings, or takes a stack of them home and
reads them on the couch in the living room, searching, al
ways searching for a great new voice crying out be heard,
a voice that is buried and trying
emerge.
Those voices will be heard. The people who work in
the literary magazines will see to that, because they are
engaged in a noble pursuit, the publishing of literature,
wherever it comes from, whatever voice it assumes.
It's not easy to publish in the quarterlies just because
some of them are "little." It's just as tough to get in them
as it is any other publication of real quality. Poetry is the
most potent distillation of the writer's art, the hundred
proof that comes from all the mash, and just about all of it
that is written in this country finds a home in a literary
quarterly.
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In 1986 a story of mine called "Facing the Music" was
accepted and published by a literary quarterly at
Hattiesburg, The Mississippi Review, and soon after it ap
peared I had a book contract, a literary agent, and a pub
lisher. The dream does come true. Your first book is a real
object you can hold in your hand.
The acceptance of that story caused me to develop a
deep and abiding fondness for literary magazines. I'm still
proud and honored to have my work appear in them. You
won't get rich publishing your stories in them, but your
work will appear beside that of our best writers. And once
you have enough stories in print, the next logical step is
for some observant book publisher to offer you a warm
place to come in out of the cold.
The market is always shrinking, and it becomes harder
and harder to find magazines in the grocery store racks
that mess around with fiction. The big slicks in New York
keep dwindling in number, and you just about have to have
an agent to get them to even look at anything these days.
But you can find the addresses of the quarterlies quite eas
ily, and the vast majority of them still read over the tran
som, looking for the shining jewel in that steadily growing
mountain of manuscripts.
After I found out what literature was, I started sending
my stories to the places that published it. I learned what I
needed to do at the university here, had my eyes opened,
so to speak, and I've always been grateful for the opportu
nity I was given. I'm happy to see this literary magazine
emerging, and I wish it much success.
The people who work here are like the people I've been
talking about, and they probably don't get thanked enough
for what they do, but I would like to say thank you here
and now, for making real the dreams of so many others
who at this moment are writing away out there across the
land, believing in themselves, telling their stories, trying
to get it right. When they do, some literary magazine like
this one will always have a place for it.
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Junk

The day's haul had been a good one. Dad muscled his
way into some of Rebik's best offerings, out-thinking and
out-bidding the wizened pig farmers and unemployed
farm hands who usually played the game a lot tougher.
The Mexicans that had driven over from San Luis went
home empty-handed, their Impalas with the pink fur in
the back window riding a lot higher than they had in a
long time.
His performance had been elegant. Perched on one of
the dusty wooden bleachers that lined the auction ring,
Dad worked the crowd and the auctioneer like a veteran
conductor directing an orchestra. I sat beside him, a pink
lemonade and a fist full of lot numbers keeping me com
pany. I tried to think of what we would do with a half
dozen used tractor tires or a safe with no door on it. My
thoughts didn't really matter though. We were getting the
stuff cheap and Dad was having a fine time.
You could say that junk was our business. That and
the fifty -odd head of cattle we kept on a produce dump a
couple miles outside of town. But junk was most impor
tant. We bought it, sold it, and traded it. We searched for
it wherever we went, mostly in places that other people
had forgotten, or knew about and just didn't care to go.
We were hungry for junk. It fed us, clothed us, and pro-
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vided our chief source of entertainment. Without it we
were lost, with nowhere to go and nothing to do.
The rest of the family was pretty normal as far as that
goes. Mom worked in town as a school teacher and did
really well at it from what I understood. Levi and Vera
were still in school. Levi played baseball and, when I got
the chance, I used to go to his games. I liked to watch my
little brother play ball and I liked to remember the time,
long ago, when I used to play. Every once in a while he'd
smack one out of the park. I'd see myself holding onto the
bat as I watched the ball travel over the fence. Then he'd
start trotting around the bases and I'd be there, kicking up
the dirt behind me and smiling arrogantly at the pitcher as
I rounded first.
Old man Rebik, the proprietor of Rebik's Auction, was
getting a little frustrated that his sale was becoming a one
man show. "You fixin' to buy us out, Carl?" He glared
down from his throne, a dilapidated barber's chair set up
on a wood platform, with a stripped oak table and an out
dated P.A. system that served as his auctioneer's booth.
"Hell no, Clint. I'm just tryin' to keep you in business.
Somebody's got to pay your rent." Dad turned to me and
winked. He grinned this big, satisfied grin and sat back
on the bench.
The last item of the day was an electrician's tool box. It
looked like contained all of the stuff necessary to fix a
light socket or work on a generator. The guy who owned
it was there and he didn't look at all good. He was sitting
way in back of the crowd, staring off into space, not at any
thing in particular. His chin rested in the cup of one hand.
A cigarette, forgotten, hung from his fingers. His other
hand rested limply on the bench beside him and appeared
as if could use another finger or two. His shaggy hair
framed a face that seemed to have endured a lot of pain for
a long time. He looked beaten. His tool box was for sale
and everyone around him wanted it pretty badly. But the
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way he looked, the way he stared off into the nothingness
of the hot afternoon, made it pretty clear that he needed
the box a lot more than anyone else in the sale bam.
The bidding on the box began and went back and forth
for a while. Rebik looked to really be enjoying himself,
caught up in the furor of the last sale of the day. Eventu
ally everyone but Dad and an old guy from Winterhaven
got knocked out of the bidding. Rebik looked at one and
then the other of them, accepting their bids and jacking up
the price of the forlorn box with every nodded head or
raised hand. All the defeated bidders studied the two com
batants with the same concentration as a crowd at a tennis
match, back and forth and back again.
"Gimme fifteen and a quarter," Rebik said.
"I'll take it." Dad nodded his head.
"Raise a half." The old man tipped his grimy tractor
cap.
"That's sixteen to you, Carl. What do you say?"
Dad stopped for an instant, a very brief one, then raised
his fist and pulled it down like a trucker honking his diesel's
horn. "Seventeen and a half and that's as far as I go."
The old man threw up his hands in a half mocking,
half irritated "what can I do" gesture of surrender.
"Sold, at seventeen and a half, to Carl Parker." Rebik
congratulated Dad on his new tool box.
"This could lead to all kinds of possibilities. Maybe I'll
open my own shop—"Parker's Electrics. "2 I can almost
see now." Dad smiled, holding aloft his new find and
wallowing in the glory of the moment.
Everyone else smiled too, playing along with the joke
and knowing they'd probably have a chance at that same
tool box at next week's auction. A lot of Rebik's business
was based on repeat customers and repeat merchandise.
The box's former owner hadn't changed position or
expression since the bidding first started. The cigarette
dangling from his fingers had burned almost to the end.
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The smoke from it wafted like a lazy spirit around his head
and on up into the shaky rafters of Rebik's ancient bam.
Even if he did lose his box, he was seventeen-fifty richer-minus Rebik's ten percent cut—and there's no telling what
he would be able to do with that money.
Dad and I cut through the crowd and headed toward
the slat-board office to settle the reckoning and collect our
spoils. He handed me his keys and said, "Go get the truck."
I branched off and walked in the direction of the cow
pens in back. The truck wasn't hard to spot—big, blue, at
least twenty years old, with rusted bullet holes in the cab
and oak sidings surrounding the flat bed. We used the
truck for everything, hauling cattle and junk, pulling trail
ers, even sleeping in the back sometimes.
I drove the truck around front to where all the junk
was. Rebik owned two big Dobermans that roamed around
his property at night, protecting all the worthless things
that comprised his, and a lot of other people's, livelihood.
They stared at me from behind the chain link of the shabby
front yard as I got out of the truck. I don't like Dobermans
at all, then or now, and these two especially scared me. I
wasn't exactly sure why it was they frightened me so. But
they gave me an awful feeling.
It took us quite a while to get the truck loaded and ev
erything tied down. I didn't realize how much Dad had
bought until we got all of it on the truck. It had been a
huge day. We would have our work cut out for us to get
all this stuff sorted and arranged before the afternoon ran
out.
Rebik came out of his house before we had a chance to
leave. "See you next week?" he said from behind his fence.
The Dobermans surrounded him, snarling fiercely and
baring their teeth at Dad and me.
"What do you think, Clint?" Dad kicked the truck's
running board, scraping mud off his boot. I could see he
was tired. Drained from a day spent haggling over stuff
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that really wasn't worth anything to anyone but him and
Rebik and those other lost souls who showed up here each
week. "You take her easy. Call me if you get wind of any
thing big."
"Will do." Rebik might call him, but it wouldn't be
about anything big. It might be about a half burned hay
stack that we could have for nothing if we'd just go out
and haul it away. It might be about an epileptic steer that
was dying and that Dad could buy real cheap, then turn
around and sell to a restaurant down in Mexicali. It might
be about a lot of things, but it wouldn't be anything big.
One time a farmer called Dad about a load of pack
aged carrots that he couldn't sell and needed to get rid of.
They brought the carrots out to the pens where we kept
the cattle and the junk, and dumped them there in a big
plastic, orange heap. Vera and Levi and I spent three days
sitting on top of that pile, tearing open bags, pulling the
carrots out, and tossing them in another heap. Dad called
the carrot festival and told us it was necessary because
the cattle would want the carrots. If they ate the bags the
plastic would line their stomachs and kill them. We be
lieved what he said because of course it was true. So we
kept tearing open the bags and dumping out the carrots
until there were two piles—one of plastic bags and one of
rotting carrots that were turning brown and white from
the water and muck that seeped up from the bottom of the
pile.
We got into the truck and headed up the packed dirt
road that led away from Rebik and his dogs. There was a
ditch that lined one side of the road. The water in it was
feeding a hay field that looked close to cutting. Up ahead
I saw a man standing by the ditch. He was leaning on a
shovel and wearing the long rubber boots that men wear
when they are irrigating a field. As we got closer I saw
that he had half a melon in his hand, the fleshy juice mak
ing his fingers shine and glimmer when he gestured to us.
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He waved and then pointed at the back of the truck where
all of the junk was. He started to laugh. It wasn't a mean
laugh or even a laugh that seemed to care very much. It
didn't really make much sense.
We passed him and I looked back. He was still there,
clutching the shovel and pointing and laughing. Juice ran
down his arm and dripped onto his boots and the ditch
bank. I looked at Dad. He was fiddling with the radio and
hadn't seen the laughing man. I was glad that he hadn't
seen him but sorry that I had. I was even sorrier that he
had had a look at us, driving along in our blue truck with
a pile of junk in the back.
We made it to the highway and hooked a right, the truck
bouncing off the graded dirt road and onto the black top.
The engine rattled as Dad kicked it into high gear and we
picked up speed.
"It looks like we did all right today." Dad had lit up a
cigarette and was smoking it reflectively.
"Yeah, you really showed them who runs that place," I
said. "We going up to San Jacinto tomorrow?"
"I don't know. We've got a lot of work to do around
the ranch."
"Oh," I said. I had a tough time understanding how
he could call the place where we kept our junk and our
cattle a ranch. To me, a ranch was a big, sprawling tract of
land with a lot of good looking cattle and horses, a red
bam, and maybe even a bunk house for the help. Our place
had none of those things. It was nothing more than a set of
ragged cow pens, a rusting water tower, and a fenced field
where the cattle ate melons and cabbage and whatever else
the packing sheds sent out to us. Junk was everywhere.
There wasn't any junk on a real ranch.
The window was open and my hand dangled out, play
ing in the wind. All around us there were fields, colored in
green and gold, the hues of prosperity and promise. These
fields passed by us, row after row, like a great train. I won-
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dered what it would be like to walk through one of them,
picking up a handful of dirt and inhaling its pungent fla
vor, knowing it was yours and knowing that what it pro
duced meant something, really mattered, to you and to a
lot of other people. It was a strange thought for me to have.
For just a wonderful second the thought actually came to
life. I could feel myself standing there, looking out over
my hay or com or beets. My field. But just as suddenly,
the idea was gone. The possibility of such a thing happen
ing lingered for a while after, but eventually it was gone
too. I was left with that empty feeling you have when you
wake up in the morning from a good dream. That was the
exact feeling I had, sitting on the truck bench next to my
dad, the fields flying by and the purple and brown moun
tains surrounding us in the distance, locking us in like a
big prison.
The cattle weren't excited
see us. They were stand
ing under the shades we had built out of baling wire and
palm leaves, trying to stay cool in the choking afternoon
heat. A few of them wandered back and forth to the water
trough. Every now and then one would rub up against the
fly bag we had rigged up for them. They all seemed pretty
content, which is the best thing you can hope from a steer
until you send him to the packing house.
Rifle was standing off by himself. He was the best steer
we had. Most of the cattle we owned had something chroni
cally wrong with them—ringworm or severe warts or a
bad eye. Something that made them undesirable to other
people. Rifle's affliction was a little more unique. He had
five feet. We called him the five-footed steer. He was a
good looking animal—big, filled out, with a thick set of
horns, and a shiny hide. But he had five feet. Four normal
feet and then an extra one stuck on one of his back legs just
above the real hoof. It looked like God found a spare foot
that he didn't know what to do with, so he gave it to Rifle.
Dad was always calling circuses and carnival side shows,
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saying he had an oddity that would make them a mint.
None of them ever took him seriously so Rifle stayed with
us.
I used to like to get drunk with my friends after school
and sit on the hay bales, watching the cattle. They were
entertaining, better than a football game. I had this one
friend, Timmy Honda, and we went out there one day with
some beer and a bottle of saki to celebrate the Emperor's
birthday. We sat in the car listening to the Japanese na
tional anthem over and over again, getting good and drunk
on the beer and the saki. After a while we got out and
wandered into the field where the cattle were. I started
picking up melons and throwing them at the cattle, just for
fun, to see what they would do. Well, they panicked, scat
tering around me in wide, broken circles. I kept throwing
the melons, trying to hit one of them. They all got away
from me except a little runt of a calf with a swollen jaw
and a gimpy leg. I took careful aim and fired away. The
melon hit him square
the head and he stumbled and
fell. I was satisfied and so was Tim who was watching
from the fence. "Good shot," he said. The calf couldn't get
up. He was dazed and his leg hurt him so he just lay there
on the ground, panting and slobbering all down his de
formed jaw. His eyes were wild, rolling back and forth in
his head. They looked like they weren't sure what to do.
At that moment, standing over the calf, I felt a terrible
evil within me, like I had done something wrong that I
had no control over. It scared me. I wondered what it was
that had taken me over, snatched my senses away from
me, and caused me to do something that was so low and
so mean. The calf was looking at me, his hide shivering. I
tried to help him up but he wouldn't move. I left him there
and we got in the car and drove away, back to town.
I was afraid to go back the next day. Afraid that the
calf would die. Or worse, would still be there, alive, in a
puddle of his saliva. Neither of those things happened
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though. He was up, shuffling around the pens and doing
his best to stay away from me. I had spooked him, but
was spooked in a different way than he could ever be.
Dad backed the truck up to our immense unk pile and
we started unloading the day's take. We did our best to
sort things out into reasonable categories. We had a pile
for car parts and one for household goods. There was a
big area for farming type equipment and several group
ings with various other themes. The biggest pile by far
was the one we called "Miscellaneous." This pile was for
all the stuff that didn't quite fit into any other category.
As we worked on the junk the sun began to work on
us. "I'm going
be ready for a cold drink when we're
done with this," Dad said.
"That sounds good."
He stopped, wiped the sweat and dirt off his face with
his arm and then wiped his arm on his pants. "I appreci
ate your help," he said.
"1 know. That's why I'm out here helping you, because
you appreciate it." I wished he hadn't told me that. The
junk surrounded me and suddenly I felt confined and help
less. "I just wish it wasn't this, Dad." I looked at the junk
and then out at the field, where the cattle were. "I wish we
didn't have any of this stuff. People are laughing at us,
Dad."
"This is the best we can do. We can't do any better
than this," he said.
"Remember when we used to go to real auctions and
trade real cattle? A lot of people respected you."
"That was a long time ago," he said. "This is what we
have now."
I sat down for a long time and looked at the heat shim
mer off the dirt pasture. I felt drained and beaten by a bad
force. No matter how hard I pushed against it, it would
hold firm. Dad had started unloading the junk again and
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a hot shame welled up in my throat. It hurt. This whole
mess hurt.
I got up and we finished our work. The sun was going
out of focus in some low clouds that clung to the western
mountains. Abreeze started up and felt good after the still
ness of the day. The cattle looked content, out in the pas
ture, welcoming the cooling relief of early evening.
We walked into the field, Dad and I, and stood there,
watching the pink sky and the headlights up on the inter
state. "Let's get on, son," he said. "We've got a lot of work
to do tomorrow."
"O.K." I said.
We left the field, got into the truck, and headed for our
home, mine and his.
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Arsenic, Not Aspic
They are of course, red
Like distempered blood
Embalmers drain in
Man-shaped pans that rest
Beneath their patients.

Like small, severed eyes
Ultimate bloodshot
They stare up at me
Glossy. Expectant.
I stare back wide-eyed.
paintings and sketches
The tree in the garden
Bore apples or bore plums—
But I know better,
And now I have
eat.
This fruit I've stolen
Altogether sweeter.
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MOLLY FISK
Couples
Hold on to what you remember,
this exact summer, everything unchanged,
the blue Ford Falcon with its handle-crank
back window rolled down driving
the green length of Argilla Road,
all the cousins under ten then,
eight of us crammed into the way-back
singing Day Tripper, singing Can't Buy Me Love.
We are salted and sandy, shreds of brown kelp
still caught in our bathing suits,
the melting ice cream cones already
thrown out the window; we are baked;
we are quarreling and happy.
The desultory remarks of four tired parents
float over our heads and into that summer:
they are thinking of gin, and tonic,
and four o' clock volleyball, getting the kids
washed, shucking the com and feeding them,
do we have enough hot dog buns, stopping
at Aggie's for another pack of cigarettes.
The muscular fathers, up in the front seat,
are trading old jokes and both looking forward
the low-backed sleeveless cotton dresses
of the other men's wives and our mothers know it,
but nothing is wrong yet, everyone's cheerful.
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ELIZABETH NUNN
At Dusk
There is still the trace
of fullness. There is still
the echo
of something fertile—
roots quivering
under brittle
moonbeams, maybe,
or the faint hum,
a larkspur
blossoming.
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SEAN BRENDAN-BROWN
Last Station
The old Burlington men
in the Cinder Bed Café
spoon red chili, roll cigarettes
and speak of the Palouse, Ogeechee,
Claylock, Spindle, Thurston:
rivers covered by parking lots.

Another drink poured,
another cigarette snuffed,
grain, glass and weed
unbroken slow-motion blowing.
More night, more morning;
the old Burlington men tap
blue plates daisied with fried eggs.
There's a girl they're all afraid
to leave with; she sometimes tricks
them into lighting her cigarettes.
Whenever they bob their heads
sleeping sitting, she sips their drinks.
She's not bad looking: crinoline doll's
hair and eyes the off-green of plantain.
She's the pack-animal of their dreams.
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CYNTHIA SHEARER
Radio Boys Trail a Voice

I was the mickey, the radar man. Durrance was the pi

lot. In April of 1942, Townsville, Australia, he chose me
like a greenhorn at the track would pick a horse for its name
instead of its odds.
My name is George Armstrong Curtis. People always
did a double-take when they saw my name and hometown,
but it was Grant who was from Galena, Illinois, not Custer.
When Durrance picked my name, it was from the widows
and orphans roster: half my crew, including the pilot, were
down for the count with dysentery or dengue fever. He
picked me because he probably thought it was good com
bat karma. If he had known what I really was, he would
not have picked me. But then: I barely knew myself at that
point what I was. I was in the army, and ready for radar
duty on B-17's. Flying Fortresses.
I was twenty, and I had signed up after Pearl Harbor,
probably out of a need to try for one last time to prove
myself a man in my father's eyes. I had a shot at being an
illustrator for a New York publishing house, but I chose
Uncle Sam. So go figure. I'd be lying if I said that the
thought of living in a barracks with all that prime USDA
choice Army meat didn't appeal to me.

Editor's Note: This story was originally intended to be a part of
Cynthia Shearer's recently published novel. The Wonder Book of
The Air. It is published here for the
time.
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In college I had stayed pretty much to myself. I fig
ured out my freshman year that I had no urge to go to bed
with a woman, ever, and so I stopped pretending. I had a
few friends and my books, and I had a quiet life. You could
do that then. You didn't have to advertise then. You didn't
have to be a cartoon.
But was the army that taught me the adventures of
the tea-room trade. Every place I was ever stationed had
one, had someplace far away from the eyes of the uniniti
ated where you could give and receive anything you
wanted as long as it did not involve the company of women.
And it was never quite right for me. I'm sorry: to be in a
dark latrine with a bunch of men who don't want to know
each other's names—well, that just doesn't do a damn thing
for me.
Durrance also picked me because I wasn't exactly what
they would call a virgin anymore: I'd crewed on a B-17 for
four scouting trips. I knew what the Japanese ships looked
like all snug and sinister in the harbor across the moun
tains in Rabaul. I knew what the nightlife in Port Moresby
was like. The Zeroes would scull in and drop their bombs
so fast and scull right back out. I never knew the whole
story, but one of these bombs had divested Durrance of
four of his crew who happened to be in the wrong mess
tent at the wrong time holding the wrong hand of cards.
He got the others from the rosters of the newly arrived.
They tried to do that, piggyback the virgins with the expe
rienced. There was this little squid of a guy from
Marblehead, Massachusetts, named Tobias Bowditch. Dark
greasy hair, and he looked like he'd lived most of his life
under a rock somewhere out of the sun. He was the
tailgunner, the most likely to die.
There was a red-haired guy from Kentucky named
Tennyson. He was the waist gun. In better times he had
worked at the Jack Daniels Distillery. The ball-turret gun
ner was a little bow-legged kid from Corpus Christi. Co
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pilot was from North Carolina. Durrance himself was from
Georgia, though he didn't sound like it. He affected a New
Jersey accent. The others I don't remember that clearly,
because I ended up flying only one mission with them. And
then there was the navigator, a real Navajo Indian. All we
needed was a spade and Durrance would have been the
original equal opportunity employer.
Winston Eight Horses was the prize, the pick of the
litter, not just in Durrance's brain, but for real. He was
from New Mexico, and he lent a whole new meaning to
the expression "tall dark and handsome." I found out later
that Durrance had slipped the clerk some cash to get
Winston's name on his list. I can just see it: Durrance aw
ing and clowning around with the clerk a little, then flash
ing the cash to get that name, that karma, that myth he
needed in his mind that anybody by the name of Winston
Eight Horses would be a warrior to end all wars, and that
his presence would bless us all.
But Durrance was the master, the impresario. He took
it all so seriously that once you were a part of his crew, you
might as well be owned by him. You never really stopped
being under his jurisdiction. Like the first time we were
all together in the staging area at Townsville. He had this
old map on the wall and this old crop he'd stolen off some
Aussie.
depart tomorrow at 1300 hours for Port Moresby, gentle
men, 600 miles of trouble-free flight. Getting to Port Moresby is
a piece of cake; getting back here is a matter of great delicacy and
skill. My
Your skill. Possible impediments to
getting
back here include not only the enemy, but the primitive accom
modations. You
Owen Stanleys--he slapped the crop
against the map—your local mountain range that eats aircraft
for breakfast. In which case your worthy enemy becomes not
only the Japanese but
your crocodiles in the mangrove
swamps, your mosquitoes,
ticks that will give
typhus
or malaria.
which case you got to get assistance from your
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indigenous spear-chucking ground personnel--your Papuans,
your Negritoids, and your Melanesians, who subsist on your
basic diet of pigs and roots.
There was a snicker from the back row: Bowditch from
Marblehead. That was when Durrance became perma
nently annoyed at Bowditch.
-Just a little adjustment in the nomenclature is appropriate
here. Now: Bowditch.
-Sir.
-Henceforth you will be referred to as "Suicide."
-Yes. Sir.
That was when Bowditch began to hate him.
-It is a great honor to be a tailgunner, Suicide. Now explain
to me the meaning of a wing and a prayer.' Ten words
less.
I can't remember what Bowditch said. I just remem
ber the look on his face. He gave us others nicknames, and
mine was Marconi, for the radios. Winston was Horse
power. It was his way of saying, "me dog, you fire-hy
drant."
We had to sit through another half hour of briefing,
and some of it was new to me, like the bit about how if you
bail out over water and you see weird things glowing on
the surface, it's just the phosphorous in the albatross feath
ers. And if you cut yourself in front of one of the natives it
means you want to make friends. And I have to grant him
this: he knew how to work them, those new and green
kids who were excited to be at the war like it was some
kind of debutante ball.
Which it practically was. But the time they'd got to
that briefing, they'd seen the Australian girls hanging out
at the train stations, they'd seen them everywhere. There
was this joke going around then: in China, they threw baby
girls to the sharks, but in Australia, they raised them to the
age of 18 and threw them to the Yanks. Not that the girls
seemed to mind.
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First time I heard that joke, I thought there should be
some other joke about what young men get thrown
But
I didn't know what we were being thrown to, at that point.
I remember there was this one English woman who
tried to attach herself to me, Winifred MacInnes. Pretty,
but wasted on me.
This happened, actually, that first night Durrance's crew
was together. He had insisted that we spend the evening
together, and I'm sure it was his way of trying to make us
cohere as a group. It was a serious thing, really,
sud
denly understand that our survival depended on the com
petence of people we'd just met that day. Some pilots just
ignored their crew. Durrance didn't care whether we liked
him or not, he just wanted us to like each other. I guess he
figured we'd all stand a better chance that way. So he took
us out for drinks. First we tried
go to the Australian
Officer's Club, which was no go for the enlisted men, but
we acquired a woman there, Christine Street. She was an
Australian officer's wife. One of those sad types, like what
you get when Crabapple Annie takes up permanent resi
dence on the Boulevard of Broken Dreams. We acquired
her presence that night when we were sitting out on the
patio of this officer's club, and those of us with commis
sions had brought out drinks to the others, awful Austra
lian beer. Moose milk, we used
call it.
She came over, smiling, with some kind of lily in her
hair, and her eyes riveted on Winston Eight Horses.
-You're an Indian.
-Yes ma'am.
-What tribe? Are
a Mohawk? An Apache? Can you
read?
-Yes ma'am. I am Navajo.
This is the first I remember noticing Winston much. The
way he handled this woman. He had something, some
kind of composure that we didn't have. Or maybe I just
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imagined it. There was something in him that did not bend
a knee to anyone. Not even to Durrance.
When we decided to look for better things to drink and
do, Christine went inside and got her purse and her friend,
and this is how we acquired Winifred MacInnes, who took
one look at me and then took my arm.
There is some law in this universe: if you are not the
kind of man to want women, a woman is going to glue
herself to you. Always, every time.
We went to this dancehall because we'd heard that you
could get real liquor there, if you want to call what the
Australians drank liquor. It was a wild scene, so we hung
around. Bowditch and Harland were going to strike out
on their own, but Durrance called them back.
-Tight formation is the key to survival, gentlemen. You got
to fly a tight pattern tonight.
Bowditch and Harland just looked wistfully at the
women. They wanted
get up and dance.
-I'm quarterbackin' this outfit here, Durrance said.
Looking back on it after all these years, I can see what
he was doing. He didn't care if we hated him or not. He
probably knew we hated him, and he probably knew that
would unite us, maybe make us stick by each other.
So for what seemed like the whole goddamn evening
we sat together at this back table, watching some submari
ners teach some Australian women to jive, and having
Durrance try to worm it out of us who we were.
-Tennyson. Where'd
get that name?
-Runs in my family, sir.
-And Bowditch. You in the wrong business, pal. You ought
to be the navigator. Am I right, Horsepower?
-Yes, sir.
-Explain. Ten words or less.
-Nathaniel Bowditch was the father of modern
navigation, sir.
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-And Marconi—you ought to be the bombardier because your
name is Custer.
This was the closest he could come to humanness. Hold
you on a short leash and joke with you about it. And
through all this, these two dames are wanting to dance.
They had no idea what was going on, didn't care, really.
All they knew was they were in an establishment with a
bunch of Yank soldiers and they were going to make the
most of it. You never know: you might find true love and
get to go back to America and live in Hollywood. So here
is Christine Street hanging all over Winston Eight Horses,
and Winifred MacInnes all over me. And they can see those
submariners bending those girls back for those long B
movie kisses. I remember one guy, ugly little son of a bitch,
just bent his girl all the way back to the floor and lay down
in the middle of the floor with her. And I remember the
way this one girl was looking at this really hairy little
swabbie who had just given her her first taste of Coca-cola.
True love, I'm telling you. And the Australian men—these
big moon-faced galoots—those Diggers were just hanging
along the walls hating the American men.
They hated us.
We were over there trying to save their asses, and they
hated us. And their own women didn't want dance with
them.
Bowditch wanted to dance. He was itching to get out
there and get a woman.
Winston wanted to dance.
wasn't so much the particular women. It was the
dancing itself. That was the urge.
It seemed so odd to me for a minute there: that ram
shackle club with the buckled rickety floor, full of bodies
moving. The Aussies, the Americans, the British, and
amidst all that, the aborigines arrived, hanging onto the
walls at first, but beginning to like the music, stepping out
onto the floor with all the civilized palefaces, and if they
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couldn't figure out how to jitterbug, they'd just jump, jump,
jump.
Durrance was oblivious to everything in that place
except us. He made one kid empty out his pockets on the
table. was nothing much, just loose change and a Barlow
knife. When he made Bowditch empty his pockets, there
were four gun bolts in with some chewing gum and lint
balls.
-Suicide, Durrance said
Bowditch in this voice that
gave us all the creeps. -Now where did these come from? They
were the bolts that held the guns in the B-17's. Standard
issue.
Bowditch just sat there a minute, wondering what the
fuck to say.
was against regulations to take them off the plane,
but lots of the gunners would take them when they left
planes, just to make sure they'd have some on the next mis
sion. The things broke a lot, and there were barely enough
to go around for replacements. Most pilots would have
just ignored Bowditch's bolts, but not Durrance. It was all
a part of the chickenshit, which he took so seriously. So we
were sitting there like mice, wondering what was going to
be Bowditch's fate.
-You understand, Durrance said, -That I receive some kind
of flimsy every other day telling me to report just such as this?
-Yes, sir.
But Winston broke in here, in his quiet sort of way. -It's
a very basic
of strategy. He just wants to get back alive, sir.
-I have a kid brother, Durrance began. -Fifteen. He lied to
get in the army. He's a tail gunner now. I'm thinking "Can he
figure this out himself, this business with the gunbolts?" I'm
wondering if I should hie myself to the nearest telephone and
apprise him of the situation. Hell, I used to have to apprise him
of the fact that his shirt was buttoned up wrong.
This was a new thought. He was like us. He was just
as much at the mercy of the machinery as we were, and he
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knew it, and it was just laid out there on the table like cards
face-up. He couldn't exactly cable or write the instructions
to carry spare gunbolts. The kid would get a communique
with a big hole scissored in it where the message used to
be.
-Somebody will tell him, sir. Winston said. He was the
only one of us who could have uttered this to him.
Are you telling me, Horsepower, that
approve of dis
obeying orders?
Winston thought a minute. -But this is WAR, sir.
And because this was coming from Winston Eight
Horses, Durrance pondered it, and then began a big belly
laugh.
was all part of that Indian mystique, that spell
that Winston cast. He didn't have to do anything, all he
had to do was sit there and be Indian, and most of the rest
of us could supply the spell, the picturebook fantasies we
carried within us of some better form of man than we were.
This is how he got us to cohere. He whittled it down to
one thing: we were a unit whose survival not only de
pended on cohesion in the face of the enemy, but cohesion
in the face of the other, insidious, enemy. Orders.
-Marconi, Durrance asked me. -Got a girl at home?
-No, sir.
-Horsepower?
-Yes, sir, Winston said. -A wife.
This did not cause the dame to loosen her grip on his
arm at all.
-A wife? Do you have a photo?
-Yes, sir. So Winston took out his wallet and pulled out
this little snapshot, and put it in the center of the table.
-Others? Durrance asked, and out came the grizzled
wallets and they all took out these dog-eared hometown
photos, some drugstore, some elegant tinted studio things
with palm trees painted on fake backgrounds, and legends
like "Gustav Beineke Studios, Ames Iowa." Durrance's pic
ture was a tinted one. Peachtree Studios, Atlanta, Georgia.
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The girl had red hair, and was draped in a green velvet
thing with a vee neckline. Very dreamy, and she looked
like she'd just been laid. But the eyes looked at you like
they really saw you.
The kid from North Carolina threw a magazine clip
ping of Greta Garbo into the pile, and we all hooted. One
of the Diggers came over, thinking we were starting a poker
game, then wandered off.
Winston's wife was a small girl of about fifteen or six
teen. She had that kind of prettiness that all teenaged girls
have, a freshness they get
have for a while. But you
could look at that picture and know exactly in what ways
she was going to beef out as the years rolled along. And
she would get round-faced, and there'd be nothing left but
the eyes. Indian women do that.
Winston explained that they were not yet married le
gally, that had just been a tribal ceremony, that he when
he got back he was going to take her into Gallup and get
legally married.
They had forgotten I hadn't thrown anything into the
pile, and I was relieved. But I felt this odd rush, sentiment
or adrenaline, something like loving pity for us all. It was
a savage, savage rite, couldn't they see this? The warriors
working the voodoo before the battle, convincing them
selves that there was something immediate that required
them to go up to an altitude of forty thousand feet wearing
war suits. I wanted to have a picture of them, those heads
bent over those motley photos. Somebody needed to fight
for them, they were too stupid to fight for themselves alone.
They didn't know any better than to fight for those
airbrushed and painted ladies.
I decided I loved them every one. I would fight for
them every one.
Bowditch picked up Durrance's girl's photo for a bet
ter look, and I saw written on the back of it: No regrets,
never ever.
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Durrance picked up the picture of the Indian girl like it
was a holy relic, and you could see something blossoming
in his head. Moonlit nights in the desert, maybe. Like
maybe he's seeing that woman herding some sheep, or
weaving some purple cloth. And you could see it in his
eyes, that wacko idea of America, a need for atonement for
the whole contretemps—the removals, the massacres, the
sandpit life they all led.
Or maybe I had an overactive imagination. I started
doodling on the top of the table, an Indian brave with the
musculature of Michelangelo's David. This was a habit of
mine when I was bored or nervous. And when you were
between missions there was no difference between the two.
-This is it, gentlemen. Durrance was holding the picture
of Winston's girl up like it was a briefing and this was his
visual aid. -This is who we defend when we go out tomorrow.
We got to make sure Horsepower gets back so he can make it
legal.
Bowditch and the others were looking at him like he
was nuts. Like he was what one had to endure, like pow
dered eggs and cold showers in nasty water.
Then Durrance saw my doodle.
-Marconi.
-Sir.
-You can draw.
-Yes, sir.
-Can
paint?
-I have a degree in art from the University of Chicago, sir.
This is how we ended up out at the hangar area at mid
night. Durrance waylaid a couple of jeeps and got us all
out there, dames included. He had the idea that this one
particular Fort was ours, and he was making a half-hearted
big deal about making Bowditch return the gun bolts to
their proper place. And I thought he just wanted to see
that the plane was all chocked in right for the night. Some
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of them did that. Some of them fussed over those birds
like old ladies over their chihuahuas.
He went off somewhere with a grease monkey and then
came back and made Bowditch put the bolts back. Then
he made this little speech to us about what would happen
to us if we removed any piece of weaponry other than the
bombsight from the aircraft. The Norden bombsights had
to be checked in and out between missions, or you had to
leave someone with a pistol standing guard over the thing.
They were so afraid that the Japanese would get it and copy
it.
was like being in grammar school again, to have him
lecture us, when you all stand there feeling sheepish and
guilty for something somebody else did.
-Now, Suicide, he said, and held out his stubby fist. -I
am going to issue you some equipment.
Bowditch looked quizzical. Like he couldn't figure out
if this was some kind of test or not.
Durrance opened the fist and there were four gun bolts.
-Spares, Durrance said. -I am issuing you some spares.
He gave bolts to all the gunners, and
Winston and
me. That early on, the Forts all had guns mounted for the
mickeys and the navigators. We stood there like little boys
holding marbles, and he stood there with a grin on his face.
We relaxed a little, figuring he was going
let us go for
the night. We knew we'd be flying
Port Moresby the
next afternoon, so we wanted to go sleep some.
-That will be all, he said. -Except Marconi and Horsepower.
Marconi and Horsepower will stay here with me.
The women elected to stay with us, and this seemed to
please him. I don't know what Winston was thinking, but
I really thought this was it, he'd found me out somehow.
You get paranoid in moments when you don't know what's
coming.
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Then I saw that the grease monkeys had brought up
some cans of paint and brushes and had a ladder at the
nose of the plane.
-We need a figurehead, Marconi, and you are the man to do
it. We need Winston's Navajo maiden up there. Preferably by
departure time tomorrow. Lemme see that picture again, Horsepower.
So there I was at one in the morning, a picture of a sol
emn Indian girl's face in one hand, horsehair paintbrush
in the other, wishing I was back at that dance hall, any
where, and wondering how in hell I was going to get
fleshtones out of that stuff they use
paint numbers on
planes.
-It all has to do with combat morale, Durrance was saying,
wandering around under the plane. Winifred MacInnes
had decided she liked him, and was following him around
with the lights in her eyes like the three lemons in the slot
machines at Vegas. -Combat morale counts for much in mili
tary preparedness, he'd say, and she'd nod like she knew it
all already. Winston found a deck of cards and began to
teach Christine how to play black jack, and then Durrance
and Winifred joined them and began to play gin. And I
painted on the basic outline of an Indian girl, but sitting
like the Hans Christian Andersen mermaid, the certain
amount of wistfulness just in the posture. The looking out
to something distant.
I'd seen some other bomber nose art, so I knew the level
of skill required. Practically none, really, just a rudimen
tary knowledge of figure drawing and a "healthy" male
appreciation of the mammary glands.
But I wanted to make her into something we all could
believe in. I am not without a sense of mystery myself. I
made her dark-skinned and light-limbed, narrow in the
hips. I made her look innocent, like she would never grow
into what she would become, a fat slug of a women who
would prod some man's butt out of the door every morn-
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ing to earn her bacon. I made a woman that would make
them forget what would go along with that amplitude of
bosom and backside. Her breasts were delicate. She was
nubile, agile, virginal. Not like those other cows that graced
the prows of the other Forts I'd seen.
But the face was my secret. I gave her Winston's eyes
and Bowditch's chin. I gave her the ball turret gunner's
lips, Clara Bow lips. The guy from North Carolina had
long lashes, I appropriated them. This is who we defend when
we go out tomorrow, gentlemen. You.
-What, ho! said Durrance, coming around the fuselage.
He stopped short, and Winifred MacInnes piled into the
back of him and then climbed back up onto the wing. By
then it was four-thirty in the morning.
He didn't like it. I could see it in his face.
-Marconi.
-Sir.
-A little correction is in order, I believe.
-Excuse me, sir?
-The tits. Those are disappointing
I looked back at what I'd done.
-Haven't you ever seen a real woman's tits, man ? Those are
white trash tits.
My heart began to pound, and I began to think that
this was all some kind of test that I was failing, that he had
indeed found me out, and that I was going to end up in
one of those psycho wards I'd heard about, where some
psychiatrist is going to persuade you that the only human
form that can be called beautiful is one that is female, and
if you don't agree he's going arrange for you be put in
one of those rooms where they turn the hoses on you or
they drug you.
But Christine Street saved me. I looked up on the wing
and there she was, peeling off her blouse, posing like the
Hans Christian Andersen mermaid for me. It was an odd
moment for us all: the silence in the hangar, the awk-
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wardness of it: all the people with clothes on looking at
the one without. Durrance began to smile and nod his head,
and I swear I could see her nipples throb with her pulsebeat.
Was she excited or afraid or what? Who knows? The En
glish: they have this weird dignity even when they are
making fools of themselves.
Her breasts were, I suppose, beautiful. They were large
and oblong, and had erect pale nipples that seemed to point
away like periscopes, and even though it violated every
thing I knew about art and truth, I put them on Winston's
wife's torso. It was all part of the general craziness, I de
cided. If you could have aborigines learning to jitterbug
on this earth in 1942, then you could have this top-heavy
creature on the nose of an airplane. And when I was done,
Durrance draped her blouse around her shoulders, and she
looked proud, as if she had given her all in the war against
the enemy. Yes, my pet, we will defend
tits when we go
out tomorrow.
Winston handled all this without giving any sign of
any reaction. It was just his way of handling Durrance.
Winston was basically an iceberg. You know, that Indian
thing. And down in that ice he knew that no amount of
bustline on the prow of the ship was going to make any
difference in the general scheme of things.
-She needs a name, Durrance said.
I thought: -Name her the fucking bride of Frankenstein,
beholding those big gazongas on that little frame. I was
slap-happy; I needed sleep.
-What's her name, Horsepower? Durrance wanted to
know. He wanted poetry, he wanted magic, he wanted
combat karma.
-Minnie Milner, Winston said.
-What? Durrance couldn't believe it. -You're telling me
Minnie? As in mouse?
took him a few moments to assimilate this.
-Okay. He pointed to the spot where he wanted it.
-Minnehaha.
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I put it on, though I've never been very good at script

ing.
Winston took all this with about as much interest as a
cigar store Indian would, and when he and the women
started to wander away, Durrance called them back.
- Wait, he said, and motioned with his hand. -The ben
efits of a particular ritual cannot be realized until the medicine
man has been paid. Ain't that right, Horsepower? He pulled
out a little flask from somewhere and gave it to me. Ameri
can scotch of the type the Army issued to select officers. I
have always hated scotch, but it seemed to be a big deal to
him, so I took a pull and passed it around, and finally he
would let us get in the jeep.
I got into my cot around sunup.
The Japanese took Tulagi that day, May 3. So we flew
our first mission together the next day. We had the 600mile leg to Port Moresby, and then we had another intelli
gence run up over the Owen Stanleys, just to see what was
cooking, basically. I tell you: I forgave any chickenshit
Durrance dealt out: the man could fly that bird.
One Zero found us and tailed us, and got off a few shots.
But Durrance took us in close to get some pictures, and
Bowditch was cursing into the interphone and you couldn't
tell if he was mad because Durrance wouldn't let him shoot,
or if he was mad because it felt like we were all going to
die. We didn't die, not that day, and Durrance got us back
Port Moresby, and landed that thing on that dirt airstrip
like was the Yankee Clipper at LaGuardia.
I hung around a bit, to see how my Bride of Franken
stein had fared, and when I cut under the wing to see, there
was Durrance, only he was standing still, like he thought
he was alone. He had his forehead pressed to the belly of
the plane like a child would hide in its mother's skirts. I
can't be sure, but I think I heard a sob. Whatever, he was
in bad shape. I just froze there for a moment, then I put
my hand on his shoulder.
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-Sir, that was excellent flying-- I started to say, but he
spun around and took a swing at me. Big Jack Dempsey
roundhouse. Caught me on the left eye.
Then he sat down, as if something had crumpled him
up like a piece of paper.
-At ease, soldier, he said.

By the next morning my eye was swollen shut, so I was
not with the crew when they left on the next mission. They
had scraped up somebody else
replace me, and I sat it
out in the equipment room.
They let me nap for a while. Then they put me to work
in the hangars counting things. The spare Mae Wests. The
gunnery bolts, the parachutes, the electric boots. The
chickenshit: even when your buddies are up in the air like
ducks on the opening day of hunting season, the army
on, preparing for the next round before you can even
think about what is becoming of everybody.
I walked around that hangar cursing Durrance at first,
but then I began to curse myself. I wanted to be there. I
was the mickey, for christ sake, and I was good at it. Now
here I was, putzing around with a clipboard. If I just hadn't
touched him. If I just knew how
be a man, or be an
iceberg, or be whatever the hell it takes for somebody like
me to just live without being a total fuck-up.
It was like being made
sit out the most important
dance of your life. I was miserable.
But what I was sitting out was the Battle of the Coral
Sea. Sixty-six Forts went down, and one of them was
Durrance's—ours. I never saw him again. I heard he was
dead, I heard he was MIA, then later in the war I ran into
Bowditch in Melbourne and he told me some more of it.
They went down over the water, and nobody knew if
Winston was dead before or after the plane pancaked.
Durrance was trying to get him out, but Bowditch said it
was like a big hand just grabbed the plane from under-
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neath and tugged it down. They made it back to land, all
except Harland, who was killed when the Zeroes made a
few more passes to tidy up. Bowditch floated around un
til a PT boat happened to pick him up. He heard that
Durrance came down out of the mountains some weeks
later, looking like a skeleton, leading a band of indigenous
spear-chucking ground personnel.
Whatever, he did survive, because I got a form letter
on Air Force stationery from him in Bermuda in 1957, ask
ing me to contribute money to a fund for Minnie Milner,
because her tribal marriage was not legal enough to qualify
her or her child dependent for benefits from the Army. I
gave two thousand dollars. And I always imagined
Durrance out there somewhere, the career man, probably
living in some Air Force issue house with a pretty adoring
wife and the requisite 2.5 children, tooling through the
Eisenhower years with perfect aplomb.
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A Sickness
Goldin didn't know what he knew
or how to ask the proper questions.
He thought of bilateral symmetry—
insects of polished chitin, himself clean-shaven.
Of the radial symmetry of flowers.
Of bottom heavy pears, simply pears.
Pears, his incisors breaking through the sweetness,
the closing of his mandible forcing
the ivory slab against his hard palate,
his teeth grinding the flesh
and releasing aromas which ascended
through the cribriform plate and into his brain.
The sheer pleasure of it.
He let all arguments slide away,
stood in the symmetry of flowers,
cast aside parity, the overthrow of parity,
and devoured the color and the light.
Why did it matters-- symmetry-- so much and so little?
What is there to understand
beyond the instruction of pears and flowers?
Why must there be questions beyond fragrance?
Are there questions beyond fragrance?
Must there be questions beyond fragrance?
What if there are no questions beyond fragrance?
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JUSTIN KASTNER
A Momentary Introversion
A dark spot in my vision.
Annoyance is all it brings,
Along with reminders.

A photo album in my head.
Flip through the thoughts,
But I forget their names.
People I knew and loved.
A white-washed memory of those whom I've forgotten,
And those who have forgotten me.
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Drafting the Flame
I've been rubbing
these sticks
together for so long
without even a spark.

Pulling back,
I blow cool air
against my palms.
Ashes kindle in my hands.
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Untitled
People pass on by our table
Whispers of your soul unchain me
Knowing, caring where they're going
Rhythms from your body frame me
Daily life goes hum-a-drumming
Meet in catacombs of honey
Coffee pours hot into tepid
Watch the cloud formations writhing
Talking talking smiles and frowning
Leave the bluest tune behind you
Adding counting up the numbers
Let your favorite color soothe you
Walking out to fields unnumbered
Where my howl will all but cure you
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Grief
We encircled it, gawking at the squat orange legs,
the feathered rump, a mouth both bill and wattle.
It shuffled on the sand, as if struck by
our staring, too mortified to spread and rise.
"It must be sick," said someone. But it seemed whole.
Never so close. From the shore, we'd point,
marveling that the broad wings' easy lift
and fall, their patient even sweep, could hurl
the heavy body like a shot along
a wire-straight line laid just above the chop.

But here it only stood, knock-kneed, webs tangled
in weed, until someone gasped and said, "Oh, there!"
and we brushed sand from a half-buried form:
its mate. There'd been a storm the night before.
We stood there, staring, as it stood dumbly by.
Our natural thought was just stand fast and feel.
But I still dream to hold it. I draw closer
every year, towards the shuddering breast, the sad
slung head, whispering in its language while
in each round eye the salt sea slowly brims.
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LOUIS MAZZARI
I Strolled into a Lovely Restaurant
I strolled into a lovely restaurant
and ended up punching the cook.
For the life of me, I can't say why.
I mean, I never go on Sunday,

but whenever I pass a church,
I always make the sign of the cross.
Springtime flooding the window
was filled with happy motes.

Maybe the menu made me sad—
I may not have liked the type.
The clatter of silverware is too loud
when I'm seated with my back
the room.

I remember the waiter's teeth
were crooked, and that upset me
in a room full of light and flowers.
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H A N G M A N

I
the day of the execution

he rope is snug about your perspiring neck, Aveiro
Ilhavo Figueira de Foz, and we only await the final nod
from the constable. I, Castelo, watch the newly laundered
black sack puffing in and out like a miniature bellows as
you breathe. You ask me
cut you some slack, as you
prefer a quick easy snap over a lingering asphyxiation. I
do not reply. Surely you must have known it would come
to this if you were ever to return. But you evidently pre
ferred to live in your world of fiction, of fantasy, of illu
sion. This is the price, my lover, that you must pay. Your
mother and father may have told you this when punishing
you as a child, but it seems especially fitting at this point in
time, so I will say it, though it may seem cliché: this pains
me as much as it pains you.
Together we brought this on. And when you returned,
you claimed to know nothing! They asked me if I remem
bered the details, if I could fill in the blank spaces. I, Castelo,
said I did not and could not. I tried not to disclose that
which only you and I had knowledge of: our affair, your
plans, your dreams. But I was weak, and I betrayed you.
The spaces have been filled, the scaffold will not go un47
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used. I know that you may never forgive me. I will, if the
constable looks away, cut you some slack.

II
a time before the execution—Castelo's lament

You are asking me in this communication if I, Castelo
Sabugal Guarda, believe you; and of course you know that
my answer is no I do not. For how could I? It is not my
duty to believe you, but rather yours to believe me.
I rest my hands on the crude windowsill and look out
at the tips of celery and waves of grass, and I know that
someday, like you, I too will leave this farm. You say you
have seen so many wonderful things. I do want to believe
you.
Yesterday afternoon was like a rebirth for me. In the
neighboring village of Juarihuantas, a man stopped me.
He was chewing on coca leaves and wearing an expensive
sombrero. He asked if I knew a man named Carlos. And
of course I thought of you, Aveiro Ilhavo, off on your jour
ney, of your parting words as you left me. You turned to
me by the well in the village, the large hat you so carefully
wove using straw from the farm covering your dark eyes,
and whispered so that the children and women would not
hear, "Do not ever confess what we have done, for it would
surely spell disaster. Will you not come with me over the
mountains and into the world?" As if I had any choice?
What did you think that I would do? You should be happy
with me, though, for as I have imagined the wonderful
places you have been since you left, the sandy beaches, the
green hills, the trees as wide as huts, the snow covered
mountains, I have added to the model of the world which
you started building outside our hut, just below the win
dowsill where I can always gaze at it. I have not been to
town since you left, and surely it is believed by many that
I have died, or that I have gone in search of you.
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Let us switch positions for the time being, so that you may
feel the full import of my leaf-fringed legend.
Imagine that you, Aveiro Ilhavo, are in love with the pros
titute. And she, in turn, is in love with you. Each night
you stand outside her home by the river, just outside of
the village, waiting for Ophiuchus to rise in the summer
skies and line up parallel with the cock on the weathervane.
Then it is time for you. You have already been waiting for
many hours, since dusk perhaps, and you have seen many
people whom you know from the farms and the village
entering and later coming out. But you are not dismayed.
Your special time is soon to arrive. And you know what
will happen, for you have done this before. You will see
the light brighten in the windows, and you will see her
silhouette passing back and forth like a pacing spectre. Your
heart will race, and you will be both afraid and happy at
the same time. You will glance up at Ophiuchus and see
that the time has come, and you will be reminded of the
joke you so often tell when you are in your shanty alone.
And of course, you laugh. It is the joke of a rich Brazilian
who is walking on the sandy beaches of Sasso Fetore. He
comes upon a pauper dressed in rags, sand clinging to his
once wet clothes and skin. Look at you, just lying there, he
says. I was once like you, but I made something of myself.
I went to America with nothing and built myself a push
cart out of which I sold lunchfoods. After many years, I
was the owner of the largest food chain in the province,
Senhor Silva's. And now, I travel the world, dine in the
finest restaurants, have my pick of the beautiful women,
smoke the finest tobaccos. Now I can lie on this white sandy
beach and relax, no cares, no problems, anytime I wish.
When the rich Brazilian finishes the story of his successes,
the pauper turns
him and says, "But senhor, I can al
ready lie on this white sandy beach, and I have had to do
nothing!" It is your favorite joke, and just thinking about
it makes you quake in laughter. And you slip your hand
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into your trousers and look back at the window, then at
the weathervane. It is our special time. What then do you
do?

Do you:
think about the girls at the well in town, their loose gar
ments being blown against their bodies, clinging in the
wind?
tell yourself that the reason the woman you love will not
make love to you is because she loves you so much?
wonder why it is that you do your most philosophical
thinking while you are defecating?

think about opening your own restaurant in America?
grip tighter?

quake in laughter?

confess?

Of course, you do none of these. For it is not you who are
participating in this, nor even imagining this. Do you for
get? We traded places long ago, and this imagining is not
yours, but mine for you to imagine. Did you believe me?
How foolish of you if you did, for as I told you, 1, Castelo,
can never believe you, and if I cannot, how then can you
be so bold as to think that I would return my disbelief with
a truth?

Nevertheless I shall continue with my tale.
My hands creep along the windowsill, first one way, then
the other, brittle chips of paint peeling off and falling to
the dust outside. A parade of virgins and married women
kick up the dust in the dead field, beads of perspiration
like muddy streams on their naked bellies. They laugh at
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me. I put my hand in my trousers, like you did. I want to
love them, and they want to love me. But they will not
confess
I grip tighter. I laugh. I think about the well in
town. I think of you. I dream of the prostitute.
Women are like Americans: they all look the same.

And I do know of America, for I have read the work of
Alexis de Toqueville, the book you so kindly left for me to
read during your absence. I have read the book well.
The well was surrounded by women the morning that you
were leaving Juarihuantas, the animals sucking at the
muddy earth at the base of the well, children chewing their
mothers' teats, the wooden bucket rising, spilling its con
tents, then plunging again. You had asked me to come
with you, to leave this place and seek the mysteries and
treasures of the world, all the time knowing that I would
not come. I hated you for asking. And the way you would
draw maps in the dust, pointing out where the waters were,
making mountain ranges out of little pebbles and pieces of
clay, and you would look at me and smile, pointing at the
stick which was you, moving it across the clay and pebbles
and into lands unknown, into the finely strewn hay which
you have designated as the great plains of America. Each
day as the sun was setting and the mosquitoes were begin
ning to swirl in clouds, you would add
your relief map
of the world, showing me yet another place you would
someday go. And then you left.

Pause for a moment to consider what is left for Castelo.
Imagine that you once again are Castelo, and you are
huddled in the bushes outside the house of the prostitute.
Ophiuchus is lined up with the cock which is now spin
ning in the warm night breeze, the villagers and farm
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people are home in bed, and she is waiting for you. You
loosen your grip and pull your hand out of your trousers.
You can imagine what she looks like without even closing
your eyes, the mussed dark hair, oily with sweat and dust,
the tattered gown she has put on for comfort (her working
gown now soaking in the soapy water), the glass of water
in her hand, the fingers loosely wrapped, gently shifting
like waves across the glass, the cigarette in her mouth, dan
gling, ashes falling between her breasts like brittle leaves
into a canyon. You close your eyes and she disappears.
The breeze whistles through the grass, playing a song that
Castelo has come to detest.

While you are trying to imagine her again, the song wisps
through the grass, the leaves, the tattered gown, the space
between her breasts. You falter during your attempt to
stand, to reveal yourself, afraid of what your special time
holds for you tonight. You stand with your knees half bent,
hunching forward, looking at the window, the
weathervane, the mansard roof. You thrust your hand back
into your trousers and sit back down. You detest the song
that the wind plays through the blades of grass.

But you, Aveiro Ilhavo, can only imagine her, the musky
odor she gives off, her low hoarse voice.
The house with the mansard is very far from where you
are now.

Do you remember the night that we so desperately wished
to see ourselves instead of always each other? It was dark
and we had no mirror, no glass, no shiny metal surface to
gaze upon. We went down to the well where mud encircles
the stone barrier like the corona around the sun, gradually
getting drier as the distance decreases between the well
and the scattered huts of the important villagers. It was all
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your idea, Aveiro Ilhavo Figueira de Foz. We neglected
the dark clouds which hid the stars and moon that night,
and we lay down face first in the mud, our heads touching
each others' and the stone barrier at the same time. It
smelled of urine and dung and I lifted my face much sooner
than you did. My impression in the mud was not pure,
and did not look much like me, the nose and chin much
flatter than my own, eyes like wide holes, no lips or mouth,
only a flat space between the flat nose and flat chin. You
left your face in the mud much longer than I. You lifted
yourself up and regarded the perfection of the likeness.
You were fortunate enough to behold yourself. Our faces
were both muddied, stinking of urine and dung, but to
you was worth the while. What was once only one you
of flesh was now two Aveiro Ilhavos of mud, one stand
ing, one lying, forming a 90° x-y axis, the feet meeting at
zero. But the spectacle was fleeting, as we had forgotten
the dark clouds. It began to rain. The edges of the impres
sion eroded first, small clumps of mud and clay and sand
falling into the now filling puddles. We saw islands and
continents erode into the vastness of ocean. Your face be
gan to run, mud oozing down the crevices beneath your
eyes, to the sides of your mouth, and you told me that my
face too was running. We stood there watching the im
pressions, your perfect one and my imperfect one, both
become effaced. We were left only with each others'
streaked faces and bodies. Our eyes were blurred and
crusted, but neither of us raised a hand
wipe our eyes
and improve our vision.
I lean slightly forward, my head just outside the window
frame, my hands clutching the windowsill for balance. The
wind is blowing harder now, the grass bent, dust obscur
ing the distant spires of the village, the great mountains,
the eucalyptus trees by the river, the cold iron pole which
proudly displays our flag, the symbol of our revolution.
My eyes water. I clench them shut, then strain to open
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them again. The ground rumbles as if a foreign army is
marching toward my hut. Squinting, I look down at the
earth map. I see that the straw which was the great plains
of America has blown across the rocks and pebbles and
come to rest on the other side of the range of mountains. I
think to replant it and restore it to its proper position, but I
do not. I merely reverse my conception of that region and
displace you.
(Runs hands along windowsill. Wind blows dust into the room.
Voices whisper nearly inaudibly, windlike. Light dims. Voices
become increasingly louder, the sound of the wind fades.)
The earth map.
Blurred vision.
The waves of grass.
The parade of virgins and married women.
Detested songs.
The prostitute.
Eroding faces.
You.
The cock on the weathervane.
Ophiuchus.
Me.
The windowsill.
Dust.

III
renegade in america—Aveiro Ilhavo the unclean
I sincerely hope that you will understand the things that I
am to tell you. So many wonderful things I have seen since
I left Juarihuantas. I do hope that I can explain this in terms
which you can understand, in terms so explicit that all the
spaces in your imagination will be filled. You may not be
lieve me, but what I say is the truth. I know. It happened
to me. This you can believe, Castelo Sabugal.
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The cities are large. Juarihuantas houses fewer people than
one building does here. The women are harlots. There are
no virgins. There are no married women. Rats follow the
harlots down the garbage strewn streets and into their
numbered sewers. White faces. Like cocaine. Their faces
have many welts and sores. I, Aveiro Ilhavo Figueira de
Foz, live on the street of harlots.
I stand here in this doorway day and night. I need not
move. These people bring me all I need. They lay it before
me: food, drink, women women women—more than I
could ever satisfy. It is a vantage point beyond compare.
It is here that I see the marvelous things I tell you about.
The air is warm. Hot and steaming. Even at night, when
fog coats the city like a cloud of dust and insects, the heat
does not wane. And if I ever become bored, I surely will
think of you, Castelo. There is much, however, to consider
here. There is little time.
You must come some day.

I gaze at the billboard across the street from my doorway.
On it is a beautiful woman, blond, skin as dark as my own.
She beckons to me with her index finger. She is not
ashamed to show an abundance of cleavage. I know that I
could easily love her, as she so obviously loves me. I also
know that I am as close to knowing her as I am
being
with you. You are not with me. You would not come. I do
not know you any longer. The blond woman's index fin
ger, though suspended for eternity in its thrusting posi
tion, is more real to me than you are.

A group of school children once gathered beneath the shel
ter of my doorway, uncaring of my need for an unob
structed view of the billboard woman and her beckoning
finger, her wanting eyes. They started to play a game, the
55
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likes of which I had never seen in Juarihuantas. They
formed a circle on the ground. The leader produced a stick
of chalk. He closed his eyes and bowed his head as if in
prayer (placing his four fingers on his forehead, thumb on
his chin). When he came out of meditation, he scribed seven
dashes on the ground, like this:

He then drew this:
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The subordinates began calling out sounds, fragments of
their language, after each of which the leader would look
to the sky, his index finger to his temple. Then he would
shake his head and etch a body part on the sidewalk with
his stick of chalk: head, body, legs, arms, fingers, toes.
The subordinates grew unruly. No matter how hard
they tried, they could fill none of the spaces with their
sounds. They threatened the leader, and demanded the
truth, the secret of the blank spaces. But he would not suc
cumb. He pocketed his chalk and fled.
He left the blank spaces and the drawing for me to
study.
Have you been adding to our model? Have you been true
to me, or have you altered it and made the model what
you wish it to be?

Here are my latest instructions:
—south of the pebbles place a snail shell (this is my
home)
—bum the straw (the grain has been harvested)
—urinate daily on the snail shell (a river flows beneath
all great cities)
—gather more twigs and lay them side by side, as
closely as you can
—lay one dead fish in the middle of the twigs.

I can not hear footsteps over the rumble of the streets; it is
too dark to see shadows, the buildings looming high abov
obscuring the sun. The city reeks of dead fish and man
tling ponds of water. All I can perceive is that which en
ters the rectangle of space which I perceive through my
doorway. It is certainly enough.
When I dream of Castelo Sabugal and of my faraway home
in Juarihuantas, I do not wish to be distracted by the sights
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before me; and, as you know, I do not like to fantasize with
my eyes closed. I hang a soiled towel over my face and
gaze through a sea of white and black and brown, chang
ing my focus and imagining the stains to be that which I
am dreaming of: the morning fog loafing amongst the
fields; the scaffold in the center of the village across from
the well; hot afternoon dust sheeting over the huts in waves;
wedding dresses; light brown breasts; reptiles sunning their
scales on rocks; the sharp instruments of the village physi
cian; you.

I was interrupted from a dream once, and I could not stop
shaking, for the dream was of a great intensity. I do not
remember the particulars, as they became instantly ob
scured when I snapped unwillingly into consciousness. My
towel was lifted from my face, and a black man stood be
fore me, his arm stretched across my vision, the towel in
his large hand. "What'choo be doin', man? You be missin'
the show!" he said. "I beg your pardon, senhor?" I inquired.
Then he pointed out the great bridge in the distance which
spanned the river, explaining the virtues of its girders of
steel and pillars of the strongest stone. He told me he was
a stock broker, and that for a small sum I could be a shar
eowner of the monstrous bridge. I looked him sternly in
his blood-rimmed brown eyes and said no thank you, sir.
I pulled the towel back over my eyes and tried to remem
ber my fantasies, or to start a new one.
I was not born yesterday afternoon.

Have you ever seen a black man? Their eyes seem to swim
in pools of blood. Their tongues seem pinker than ours.
Their hands are softer to the touch. Many wear a peculiar
costume, consisting of a blue tailed coat, yellow waist-coat,
and trousers with high black boots. There are many of them
here, in front of my doorway, passing by again and again.
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The youths of the race are plagued by an odd form of epi
lepsy, and it is not uncommon to see a crowd gather around
a stricken child who is shuddering and having spasms as
if possessed by evil demons, or the ague. And the crowd
smiles and seemingly takes the fit for a festive occasion.

What if the Catholics are right about everything, I mean
everything? If all that the very reverend Father Sorrel says
is absolutely true? It would be a certainty that you and I
would suffer for what we have done. Should we not then
partake of the joys which are offered us to their fullest?
there any reason that we are suffering this pitiful separa
tion?
Join me.

The final leg of my journey here was in an automobile with
a host of young Americans. They called the car a Hudson
and said that they had found "IT" at a whorehouse, and to
them this was very amusing. Has the prostitute let you
lay your flesh upon hers, or are you still devising your plan?
Do you crouch nightly behind the bushes in wait? Castelo,
my lover, the stars are different and fewer here. Ophiuchus
is not in the skies. you were to wait here for your special
time, it would either never come or it would be constantly
upon you. You would then be forced to act. Would you? I
do not believe that you would. I believe that you are try
ing to fail.
You are always asking me to imagine that I am you, and
you know that I cannot, for I am not you and will never be.
I do not want to be you. I do not want to fail. For once,
imagine that you are Aveiro Ilhavo, and you have left your
windowsill, the waves of grass, the house with the man
sard. You have faced many perils, the crazy Americans in
the Hudson, the Border Patrol, the bad water of Mexico,
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the tall Americans with cowboy hats and pointed boots.
You are walking through the streets of a large city, pigeons
gabbling along beside you, too fat to fly, lecherous women
leering with lonely wanton lamentations. You are in search
of a place to rest, to sit or stand without being told, "Move
along spic, ain't ya got anything better to do than stand?"
And of course, whenever they ask, you do not have any
thing better to do than stand, so you must move along.
The motion to you means nothing. You read the signs as
you walk, though you do not understand all of the words:
H
A
N
G
M
A
N

elp Wanted
rmy Navy Air Force Marines
o Shoes No shirt No Service
od Saves
en At Work
nimal Shelter
o Loitering

You stop a woman and ask her help you read the signs.
"Can you help me read the signs?" you ask. "It depends
on which ones," she says and continues walking down the
street. She has many welts and sores on her face, and her
voice is offensive, sour like grapefruit just picked, and she
emits an odor which can only be the combined fume of all
of the men in her life, lingering long after she has moved
deftly on. She does, however, have large breasts which do
not sag much.

At times I feel like a man lying on my back in the dark.

She reminds you of when you were a child. Your babysitter
too had large breasts. She showed them to you once. You
did not want to see them. She tied you up like a sow with
rope, and you did not close your eyes, though you think
you wanted to. Your feet and hands were tingling and
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numb, a result of the tightness of the rope which bound
together your wrists and ankles. Do you like to look at
these? she asked. Do you do you do you? You did not
answer, but you did look at them, the way they bobbed up
and down in her cupped hands, the way the skin bulged
out between her widespread fingers, the three long black
hairs on the left nipple waving like tiny flagellites in the
opposite motion of the alternately bobbing dugs.

(Thrusts hand into trousers. A horn blows in the distance. The
graffiti papered walls surrounding on all sides flutter in a sud
den gust of wind. Dashes head against several different photo
advertisements depicting women in submissive positions. Moves
hand increasingly faster in many differing positions. A host of
onlookers appear on the street and side walk, watching in mute
ennui. The
of the horn gradually fades. Pulls soiled towel
from back pocket with free hand and places it atop head. Eyes
disappear from view of the crowd. The people in the crowd all
turn and stare at the billboard with the beckoning blond woman,
and, in unison, raise their arms and point their index fingers at
her.)
IV
the day of the execution—Castelo’s apology

We should never have traded places. I told you it would
not be a good thing. Now look: everything is confused.
And if I had it all to do over again, I surely would do it
differently. Do you remember the day when we were ex
posed? The day when I, Castelo, confessed despite your
pleas and supplications? It might have been a Wednesday,
though any day of the week that I tell you, you will be
lieve.
The villagers of Juarihuantas and the other neighbor
ing villages were gathered around the well. There were so
many people, along with their animals and children, that
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even the seldom used scaffold was creaking under the
weight, as there was no more room to stand on the ground.
And in the middle you stood, Aveiro Ilhavo Figueira de
Foz, like a god returned from the heavens or like a proud
warrior returned from battle. Your clothes were strange,
and to show your newfound wisdom, you spoke the
strange language you had learned. How could we simple
villagers not be frozen in awe?
Imagine that you were in the place of Castelo, and it was
you who had been witness what Aveiro Ilhavo had done.
You would have been hunched outside the window of the
prostitute, hidden in the low thicket, your hand buried in
your trousers, waiting for Ophiuchus. It was a cloudy
night, and the constellations were hidden, but you would
have known when your time had arrived: four minutes
later than the night before. This night, you were certain,
was to be the night when you at last actualized your de
sires, when you summoned the courage to answer to the
beckon of the prostitute, to her long white finger which
you fancied first pointed toward you, then curled in to
ward the chasm between her sun white breasts.

How would you have prepared yourself for what you then
would have seen? When you saw me in her sacred cham
ber, actualizing your long latent love, my chest wet with
sticky beads of moisture, my blood welling up; and her,
the prostitute, in her thinnest finery, sunk deep into her
down chair in wait, preparing herself—what would you
have done?

Would you have:

run back to the hut and made wreckage of the earth map?
slowly retracted your hand from your trousers and exam
ined in the dim light of the moon-refracting cloud mist?
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destroyed La Democratie en Amerique by incineration, lac
eration or page by page shredding?
repeated your favorite joke and attempted to quake in
laughter, only to find your attempt failing feebly?

confessed?
revealed to the villagers of Juarihuantas the secret, embody
ing all possible hyperbole of the facts, crying for the long
unused scaffold to be set once again into use?
watched as I destroyed you?

The choice is for you to make.
I, Castelo, am the hangman, employed to execute con
demned prisoners by hanging.

Or could this be merely a children's game in which blank
spaces are filled with letters to create a word? For each
wrong choice, one body part is added to the stickman on
the scaffold; for each correct choice, one letter is revealed.
And now how does the rope about your neck feel? Is it
perhaps a bit too snug? For once you say nothing. Are
you remembering our separation? You can not see through
the black cloth sack, but if you could, you would see the
prostitute. She is watching you and me, together on the
scaffold. She does not weep. Her skin looks much differ
ent in the sunlight. It resembles the harlotskin you once
described to me, when I had no desire to hear of it. But
you were relentless. You filled me with unneeded descrip
tions, and now you feel the weight of what words can do.
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cremation
no ashes
to spread
when the body
bums out

though there is
a disembodied
wick without
a candle

that can
be relit
but never
flames
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In
I want in.
I am left with strength to open the door
Just a crack.
Match-girl barefoot in snow
Watching warm light
Through a pane.
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A Requiem for the Me Decade
You told me later, when you were about to marry
a man, that you weren't sure who you were back then.
As if that sort of uncertainty were something original,
and not part of those years, not part of all

of us who were stuck being teenagers stuck
in the middle of the 1970's stuck singing

along tunelessly to the tuneless tunes
of Barry Manilow stuck by a fluke of time

marching in brassy school bands playing
Eres tu, If, and The Hustle over and over and
over again while that year's pastel-covered homecoming
beauties and beaus found their place on the field

right in front of mom and dad's Polaroid. This
was us, instead of moving in protest and riot, this
was us, this insidious brew of insularity and bad taste.
The Ford Administration seemed to speak for the lot
of us, with a message mostly vague and clumsy. Yet,
I believe that we were all secretly dangerous, all

secretly subversive, all would-be wanna-be criminals,
every single one of us a serious flight risk
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like Squeaky whom we cheered for and prayed
for upstairs at night behind our bedroom doors.
In the morning we made our beds and straight A's.
We were terrified of our passionlessness.

You know I am right. And that it was
that dark freedom of female fire, that first
blessed chance for mortal sin, that you and I
were really looking for the year we became lovers.
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Tryout
Suppose it's your first summer in Ohio.
Suppose your older brother is trying out for Little League.

He is standing inside the fence of the field,
waiting in line with the nine-year-olds.

Assume you find your way to the empty lot across the
street.

You know he will be the first player chosen.
You don't care how many fly balls he catches,
stretching out the finger holes of the mitt
you have to share with him.
Assume you find a pick-up game at the lot.

The boys there need another player.
The tallest boy is wearing the shoes you have begged
your mother to buy for you.
Suppose they ask you to play.

You are taller than the other two boys
who have not been chosen yet.
Suppose one of the boys points to you.

Another boy argues with him.
They whisper to each other behind their mitts.
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Assume the second boy asks, "Are you a boy or a girl?
Assume this is happening.

Some boys are laughing.

Do you:
A. Punch the tallest one in the face
and ask, "Have you ever been punched
that hard by a girl, asshole?"
B. Say "I'm a girl," and get picked last.
C. Panic, maybe even blush a little,
and say, "I'm a boy," while you
try not to cry.

D. Pause. Think hard. Say, "I don't know.
Are you a boy or a girl?"
E. Leave. Go find your sister's old bike
and pedal home before they notice
there are flowers on the seat.
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Odd Numbers
Odd Numbers: the result of adding
an even and odd number

Two panes of glass
and a drawn shade

Four men in suits
and an open umbrella
A child's eyes, looking
and a ladybug
The fourteen stations of the cross
and Christ upon it
Two portraits
and a mirror

North, south, east, and west
and one who is lost
or one just found
Two hands, right and left,
and a piano

Twenty-eight teeth
and a tongue

Two tongues
and silence.
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My Third Sister

My third sister came back from the snow. She was
clothed in snow and her cheeks were purple. I picked up a
broom and began
dust the snow off her. I started from
her back and it was when I turned to work the front of her
that I noticed the sparkle in her eyes, which were twin
kling with a mysterious joy. What is it? I thought to my
self, and I was about to ask why when my mother came
and said:
"Yingying, is it cold? Look at the snow on you!" She
looked out the window.
I did not have to look up
see how heavy the snow
was. I had been looking into the falling snow almost all
the time my third sister was away.
My father had told her to go and buy some soy sauce.
Perhaps in my father's mind, my third sister was the most
appropriate daughter to run on such errands because she
was always the one he commanded do these things. She
was ten and she was short for her age. She did not speak
much, but whatever my father told her to do, she could do
well. In fact, she was my father's favorite daughter. I did
not quite understand that since I was only six years old.
My mother told me so, and I was her favorite daughter.
I looked into my third sister's eyes. The sparkle was
still there. What is it?
Usually, Yingying, my third sister, brought me with her
when she ran her errands in nice weather. But today, it
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was too cold; besides, it was snowing. My parents might
have been afraid that I would be buried in the snow.
I was short for my age, too. I was a first grader in the
elementary school although I had not reached the official
school age yet. My father happened to be the worker with
whom the elementary school master had been working
when he was complying with the Cultural Revolution de
mands that all intellectuals be among workers and peas
ants and learn from them because intellectuals were all
bourgeois and stank. They needed to sweat by laboring
with workers and peasants and the sweat could wash their
bourgeois brain. I was so badly eager to go to school that
my father decided to resort to the schoolmaster. "A good
man," my father always said so when talking about him. I
was small like a small potato but I counted eighty the day
my father took me to see the school master, whose eyes
laughed behind thick glasses and whose beard was blue
because of shaving. A scar left from his first day of using a
welding gun in the factory was folded into the wrinkles on
his forehead. He said yes to my father.
I had classes from 7:30 to 11:30 and every day at the
end of the fourth period, my third sister would come to
my classroom door and let me see her head. We would go
home together.
When Friday came, however, my third sister had the
last two periods off and she did not wait for me in school
but went home. The moment the third period, which was
music class, began, I knew I was here at school alone, and
tears would fill in my eyes. The school master was the
teacher and he played a treading piano. The music re
sembled crying and weeping and I could not help follow
ing it cry. What made my music class more than a misery
was that there was a leak in the roof exactly above me.
Whenever it was music class, it would be raining. Water
dropped on my desk, and I could only feel miserable and
abandoned and lost.
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Once the school master came to ask me what it was I
was crying about and he noticed the leak. He held me in
his arms and took out of his pocket some paper to try clean
ing the desk. I was crying even more because of his mis
understanding of my misery. The leaking would not have
bothered me if my third sister had not left early, leaving
me in the school alone. However, the next time, at the end
of the suffering, my third sister's head popped up in the
doorway again and my suffering suddenly turned into
endless security.
Today my mother resisted firmly against my going out with
my third sister. I spent the whole time watching her lost in
the white and rolling back like a snow ball. But that sparkle.
That sparkle made her estranged, unfamiliar; it was like
she was coming from another world.
I followed her eyes closely when she was answering
my mother's questions and taking off her cotton overcoat.
That sparkle never faded or left; rather, it became even
brighter. But my mother seemed not
have noticed and
my father's eyes were glued to the map of the world on
the wall.
When my father came back from work, he would stick
to one of the two maps on the wall—the map of China,
and the map of the world—or a small New Chinese Dic
tionary, which had some general information on all the glo
rious and notorious dynasties of China in it. My father
fought the Japanese in World War II but was captured by
them in a battle. They sent him to the Harbin concentra
tion camp, where every morning when he got up from the
dirty mud floor, he would see some of the people around
him lying there still, never being able to rise again. Later,
he somehow managed to escape and go back home. But in
the beginning of the Cultural Revolution years, the Red
Guards of Chairman Mao got the idea that he was a traitor
and tried in vain to force him to admit that. They did not
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allow him to come home but kept him in the factory. My
mother shed tears every day for this and my father was
very annoyed and said she was a coward. "It's no big deal;"
he was always saying; "if my head is cut off, there will
only be a scar as small as a bowl. What is it you cry for?" I
was very frightened and did not know what was going to
happen. I often cried in my sleep because I saw my father
with no head on his neck but a bowl full of blood.
Later, the Red Guards allowed my father to come home
after work, but they found out all the books he had hidden
away and burned them. Meanwhile, they demanded that
we buy copies of Chairman Mao's Instructions and of the
Three Old Chapters: Serve the People, In Memory of Bethune,
The Fool Removing the Mountain. It was said that Chairman
Mao's words were divine and could enable a person to
conquer any difficulty. The whole country was reading
and studying only those Red Precious Books. Parents and
teachers taught children to learn the words by heart, and it
did not bother anyone that children could not understand
any of this. Parents would be proud if their children could
recite the words. They would praise their children for good
memory and smartness by saying that their children could
recite the Three Old Chapters. I could, but my father never
mentioned this to other people.
I was not happy with him about this, but all of us four
sisters dared not go against him because he was violent at
times. Once he grabbed my first sister, slapped her on the
face and threw her onto the bed. My first sister did not get
up or open her eyes. She even did not change the pose my
father threw her into nor did she move a little. The one
drop of tear in the comer of her right eye never dried away
but remained there the whole afternoon. I was in and out
of the room all the time and saw the same scene. At first I
was happy that my father had slapped my first sister be
cause every time my father slapped one of us, that one's
position would be debased and the others' would be higher.
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However, that slap was so hard that I was frightened and
felt the hurt, too. Later, when my first sister seemed to
have kept that pose forever, I began to be scared because
thought she was dead. I dared not ask. My mother said
nothing, but wore a gloomy face.
I was vaguely aware of what had incurred my sister's
punishment. A neighbor was repairing his mud-and-straw
house and both my father and my first sister went to help.
It was the custom then that when someone repaired his
house, all neighbors came to help and then to feast. He
would have some good friends' wives or daughters over
as well, helping with the cooking. My first sister was six
teen years old and went to help in place of my mother.
When the work was done, everyone sat down
eat. It
was nothing but some pork, vegetables and steamed bread.
However, at the time when one person could only be allot
ted one and a half pounds of pork, one and a half pounds
of rice, and three pounds of flour each month, it was in
deed a feast. People's faces were blooming with sweat from
working and also with eagerness of devouring. My father
was one of the helpers; he sat around the table. My sister
was also one of the helpers; she ate her share, standing. I
was watching the steamy and sweaty food and faces in the
doorway with several curious children around my age.
Then my father excused himself early and called my
sister to follow him home. Hardly had my sister stepped
over the doorway when my father slapped her to the bed.
My mother asked why he did this to her. My father
mumbled angrily that she was still a child, that without
having done much, she did not deserve eating the food
there, that it was a shame she was so greedy. Then he left
the house.
That sparkle. What is it? When my third sister was put
ting her overcoat away, I asked her.
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"Why are you so happy, third sister? Is it that you have
picked up ten yuan off the ground?"
I said that simply because that was what I heard from
both my parents and other neighbors when they talked to
a big smiling face. Ten yuan was a big number already.
My father earned only around fifty yuan and he had to
support six people. His eyebrows were almost always
locked, especially when it was time to pay the tuition fee,
which was four yuan and fifty cents for the junior high
school and two yuan and fifty cents for the elementary.
Near the end of the month, it was the most difficult time
for my father as well as for the whole family. My father's
face was long all day and his eyes were cold and far away.
All the other members of the family tried cautiously not to
irritate him.
At my words, the sparkle in my sister's eyes expanded
and then burst into a burning glare.
"The cashier gave me one extra yuan by mistake when
she gave me my change."
"You are lying." I can't believe this; this is too good to
be true. On each Chinese New Year's eve, my father gave
each of us four sisters one yuan as the year's money. I put
mine in a small box my mother had given me and stored
the box in a high place that I considered sacred near the
roof. One yuan is sacred. It is my one year's worth; it is
my third sister's one year's worth, too. It cannot be true.
"It's true. When she gave me the change, she was talk
ing with another woman about how to pass the test on
Chairman Mao's Instructions they will have tomorrow and
she did not look."
"What?" my father and mother uttered the one word
simultaneously.
My mother was pouring soy sauce into a pot of turnips
to make pickles, which we used to eat when we did not
have enough oil to cook fresh vegetables; my father was
standing in front of the map. Together with the "what,"
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they paused what they were doing and rushed to my third
sister.
I was excited, excited for the one extra yuan my third
sister had in her hand. Instead of calculating how many
candies that one yuan could buy, I was thinking how it
would feel to have that one yuan in my sacred money box.
It will become heavier, I was sure, and I will take it off the
high place every week, just to count the bills, to feel the
weight.
"Why didn't you give it back to her? You should have
given back." My father's words dragged my eyes away
from the heaviness of my money box towards his hardlined
face.
"I didn't find out until I was half way home. I was hot
from walking and I took my hand out of my pocket to cool
off and my hand was holding the change. I counted and
found one extra yuan."
"Then go back now! It does not belong to you and the
cashier would be punished because of you."
"It is snowing so hard, how can you let the child go
back in such weather?" I heard my mother complaining
softly.
"She goes back the same way she came home, you idiot.
You know nothing. You think you are protecting the chil
dren, but you are spoiling and ruining them."
This was not the first time I heard my father criticizing
my mother for spoiling her children. My mother always
retorted in a low voice: "What can I spoil them with?"
I looked at my third sister. Her face was puzzled. Tears
were rolling in her eyes, mixed up with the sparkle. Fi
nally those tears dropped out. I looked into her eyes again,
that sparkle was gone. That sparkle that made her so
strange, so unfamiliar, so different, so glowing, was no
longer there.
I missed that sparkle; I missed that heaviness of my
money box. I almost hated my father.
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My mother helped my third sister on with her cotton
overcoat, her scarf, and her cotton gloves my mother had
handmade for her. My mother said nothing. My father
walked away to the map on the wall.
My third sister did not look up at anyone. She stepped
out of the door and into the falling snow. This time I did
not beg my mother to let me go with her. I did not want to
go. I resumed the position in front of the window and
looked out.
She was in the snow, moving slowly. I wanted to call
out "third sister" to her as I felt the cold, the reluctance of
her. But I did not. I knew that would bring neither the
sparkle nor her back, and she would have to go.
I watched her diminish and become lost in the snow,
together with the one extra yuan, together with the heavi
ness of my money box. There was only the falling snow,
tirelessly and timelessly falling, from a limitless white.
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The Sorrow Model
Above darkening roots
her warm, vermilion hair
willows over her bare arms,
recrossed and restless,
her hair an autumn of one color,
vermilion, wakened in shook trees,
wind-tossed, as one imagines
a distant place
where madness did unleash itself
and lapped up arteries of light
that spilled among the rattled leaves.
Here lovers unlock
and brush the secrets of the ear.
Here boys parade the beach.
She does not budge.
She weeps as if weeping for hours
into a great glass, a mirror
far beyond her powers to court.
The waves that rise and glint
on the riffled air leave behind
the deepest pulse of the sea.
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JACQUELINE BERGER
Myself in Them
Sitting in the car parked in the shade of a low branch
watching its green sway and half listening
to the reporter on the radio while half
imagining sadness as a bowl of water
into which more water is slowly
and continuously being added,
I hear the reporter ask a man
who several times a day dodges snipers
to reach the apartment of his girlfriend,
if she is very beautiful,
as though beauty were the only thing,
she is beautiful me says the man
and besides most of the other women have already left.
The branch dips its fringe against my window,
beyond it is the city I will soon walk into.
A man walks across the war twice each day for a woman,
do I recognize myself in her, waiting for her lover,
do I recognize myself in him, ready to fall to his knees,
hands over head when a bullet ricochets on brick,
ready to die, do I recognize beauty
arranged as flowers and books on her table,
do I recognize death humming in the bones of the table,
in the bones of the flowers and the books,
the bones of the fog and the sun,
do I recognize myself in the reporter,
with his good meals and his pass,
who refuses the rubble of a dismantled city
even when set before him, even when the armies
are deployed and the talks have failed, the power lines cut,
even when nuns are raped and children wander the city
like rags, even when he returns home
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and store displays are like perfect worlds
and women float through the streets
smelling of flowers and the flowers spill from the stalls,
and the war and the bones and the ash like grit in the air
are pushed to one side,
do I recognize myself in him,
in his good suit, in his next assignment, do I recognize
myself in the frayed rug, in the woman pacing,
waiting for her lover who traverses the war to come to her,
do I recognize her beauty, do I recognize
his need, do I recognize the bullet
ricocheting off brick
that chips like a tooth, do I recognize myself
sitting in the parked car with the branch dipping
against the window and the water
filling the bowl.
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SALITA BRYANT
Incantation
Moist heat rises from
her morning skin, and in her hands
the wax figure is pliable, soft.
It is all here: wax and nail and hair,
the full ripe fields,
a stone cottage and the bed cushioned
by quilts and feather toppings.
He will come to her today,
across those fields,
to slide through the slim space
between her teeth, down the hollow
of her neck, unt
is she who gasps for breath
and it is he who trails his fingers
along the whole of her face.
And oh, how her body will hold
the wave of his,
like the sway of hot wind
through summer grass.

And in that sun,
the places where her hair
is vermilion
will flare, until
it will seem as though she
might be consumed
by fire.
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JIM MURPHY
Junk Travel Through West Memphis
Woman with a starshell light behind her eyes
turns slowly on the sugar of a ride cymbal,
and moves her hands toward the Pleiades
she imagines strung across the dancehall floor.
Other hands are soft on her white taffeta,
and the fingers everywhere in her things

only add their flashing brushes to the torsion.
What a love this is, at the core of quiet music
where rings and wallet can be gladly given over.
Shoes, too, and a bracelet with eight red stars
swinging from the band are calmly offered to those
in desperate need. Her frayed hem sweeps up,

and the bassist at his hat rack lifts an arm
to this backwards-rushing bride. She unfolds
the packet of her tin foil heart, and invites each one

to touch it. She wants them all at her cotillion.
What matters is the glow inside her hilltop mansion,
though the eaves are overrun with Spanish moss
and the portico is strewn with broken glass.
The rough alloy in her brain's blood shimmers,
sets in place, and slows her steps to Zion down.
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ROBERT COLLINS
Expeditions
"At the sight of nothing, the soul rejoices."
—Thomas Moore
You have give up the whole
world in order get here,
forsake all hope of rescue
to enter total whiteness
and chart the bleak interior
where the wind's cold chisel
carves enormous cathedrals.

Purity is that frigid.
If spirit trapped only in ice
to keep from total freedom
can be this blinding and cold,
think how lethal and brilliant
the disembodied soul must be.

You would not want
encounter
such a being even in heaven
if a place more empty exists.
That's why extremities go numb,
flesh blackens and breaks down
from even the slightest exposure.
What enormous need compels
the well traveled explorer to sail
through storm-plagued strait
and land along desolate coasts
where visibility's always zero?
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You wouldn't attempt such a journey
unless you absolutely had to.
Inundated by ice and spooked
by ghosts of unfurling auroras,
those who manage to survive
discover an untrammeled country,
blank as paradise before the fall,
where everything is waiting to be named.
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ERIC HORSTING
Passing
No refrain can foretell—its remains echo
past. The lasting crown's a golden thing
we sing of other days. No way's a clear
container of mirth. Our earth's a glad
plan, a space for holes we'll dig when
the sun's at apogee—that noon
when all we know comes through the rotting
soil below our feet and asks us to step in.
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The Other Keegan

It's not so bad being dead. People generally tend to ig

nore you. Like today in Rockne Gym, down in the depths
of Our Lady of Perpetual Help High School. There I was,
flat on my back just off center court, and the paramedics
and the student nurses were stepping over me. Really, step
ping right over my body like I was a mud puddle or some
thing. And then there was Angela Martin, kneeling at my
side—white shoes, white dress, little white hat. I guess
she was in charge of double-checking because she put her
hand on my chest and held it there, waiting. For a heart
beat or two, I thought I might have a chance, and the hope
of salvation through mouth-to-mouth brought my eyes up
to her lips, but there was no smile. Looking straight into
my Flannery eyes, she said what I've known for a long
time. "This one's a goner."
She wrote something down on a pad, and I could see
her breath in the air because the heat was out again. That
happened twice last week and we had to wear coats dur
ing classes. It was cold today too, but Angela wasn't wear
ing a coat. Up close, the skin of her arm was almost brown,
and I decided the rumor about her last name was true. It
used to be Martinez. Her mother changed it when she got
divorced. Angela only pays half tuition, and works the
rest off doing things for the school. Mostly down in the
gym.
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After Angela fluttered away, I lifted my head and
looked at the cardboard sign hung around my neck. Even
upside down, the big black magic marker letters were clear.
"D-e-a-d." No underline, not all in capitals, not even an
exclamation point. The first student nurse who checked
me out made the sign after pulling the index card from my
shirt pocket and reading all about my "condition."
The other "victims," about forty altogether, mostly girls,
were scattered all over the gym. Some were moaning and
some were trying to be dead, but you could see their breath,
so you knew they were faking.
I laid my head back down and stared up at the big light
that hangs over the center of the court. It's way up there; I
saw guys on the football team once trying to hit it with a
basketball. Even though it's so high, it bums bright as fire.
There's little lights all around it, lesser stars I guess, bolted
to rusty girders. One of the small lights fell off during the
summer at the basketball camp where Sean worked. No
body got hurt, but it got the old talk going about tearing
the school down. They were talking about that back when
Patrick went here.
Despite all those lights, it always seems dark down in
Rockne. Maybe because there aren't any windows. There
can't be. The whole thing is underground. Even the bal
cony bleachers are way below street level. Right above is
the cafeteria, then the real world. According to a few faded
yellow signs along the wall, Rockne was once a "Certified
Grade B Bomb Shelter." Not anymore.
Rockne may be falling apart, but it does have its own
guardian angel. Hung high on the wall above of the bas
kets, higher than all the faded sports banners with things
like "1953 Football, 2nd Place," so high He almost touches
the ceiling, is the Wrong Hearted Jesus. His eyes gazed
down on me today as He watched the disaster drill. He
watches everything from up there, the pep rallies and the
graduations and the little fake masses. The statue is life
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size, maybe a little bigger, with golden beams coming out
from behind His head and everything. It's the kind with
the heart on the outside, showing how wounded He
There's one light about the statue that shines on it and is
never supposed to be turned off. Like the sacristy at St.
Joseph the Carpenter's. The only problem is, whoever did
the sculpture put the heart on the wrong side.
I heard some ritzy church in Philly paid for it, a church
Father Halderman used serve at. When they made him
principal at Our Lady, he brought the statue along because
nobody was using it. The parishioners had voted take it
down and it was just gathering dust in the basement.
Which is really all it's doing here. Father Halderman's been
principal here forever. There's a picture in his office of him
in front of the school and in the picture he's still got hair
and he's skinny.
There was some movement close to my body. Tony
Dickert and Adam Mason, the only other ninth grade boys
who got drafted into coming to school on a Saturday, were
on their backs beneath the basketball net. They were be
ing checked out. Tony flashed his cardboard sign to Adam,
boasting, "Severe Head Trauma." Two paramedics rolled
him onto a stretcher, and they raced him toward the girls'
locker room—today's "Emergency Room." Tony laughed
back at Adam and flashed a thumbs up. "To boldly go
where no freshman has gone before!"
"Dickert. Shut up. You're in shock." This came as the
stretcher passed Mr. Kinek, Head Football Coach and Su
preme Health Instructor. He played football back before
they thought up face masks. He had his clipboard in his
hand, the one he always seems to have, and was pointing
out something to a doctor guy in a long white robe. The
doctor probably helped plan this Authentic Disaster Simu
lation. He works across the street at Sacred Heart Hospi
tal, and at the beginning of the semester he came into our
biology class, but I forget his name.
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Mr. Kinek turned to a student with a black wool cap.
Had to be a wrestler. He asked Mr. Kinek something that
made him shrug his shoulders. Then the black cap guy
walked away and Kinek turned back to the doctor. I'd been
keeping an eye on them. They hadn't helped at all, just
stood there watching the whole time, making sure the ca
tastrophe was running smoothly. The disaster was sup
posed to take place down in the student parking lot, but it
rained all morning, and The Pits gets awful muddy since
it's not paved.
Last week, Mr. Kinek cornered me by the first floor
water fountains and told me if I wanted pass health class
I might need some extra credit. I got a thirty-five on my
test of human sexuality. He also reminded me of my well
below average performance during the school's participa
tion in President Carter's Youth Fitness Achievement Test.
How do they know how many pull ups I should be able to
do?
So this morning, when I should've gotten off the city
bus on Hamilton and walked down to Jerry's like I do ev
ery Saturday, I stayed on till Sixth, where the bus comes
closest
school. I used to get my comics at Yostie's but
when it became Anita's House of Health Food, they stopped
carrying them. Jerry's puts the new comics out on Satur
days and by Monday it's hard to find a clean copy. But
today, while all the clean copies were being ruined, I walked
in the rain to school and Mr. Kinek put an index card in my
shirt pocket and told me to lie down on the court until
someone came for me.
About half the victims had been seen to, and some were
sitting behind me on the bottom row of bleachers. Rose
Scott and Lisa Carlson, both "Mild Shock," were just a few
feet away from me, twittering away like all the girls do.
heard every word because they were whispering. Nobody
whispers around me, even when I don't have a "Dead"
sign on my chest. Moving through the hallways between
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classes, I keep my head down. The tiles pass beneath my
feet and I keep track of which ones have cracked comers
and which ones have petrified gum stuck on them. I don't
look at anybody and don't talk to anybody and I'm sure
they all figure I'm some kind of zombie, which may not be
altogether wrong. But if people don't notice you, they can't
give you a hard time. And more importantly, they can't
blame you for anything.
Besides, I'm not as gone as they think. I know things
people don't think I know. I hear things.
Rose and Lisa weren't talking about anything impor
tant. Rose doesn't know what to get her boyfriend Rick
for his birthday. It's coming up in two weeks. Small world.
While I was leaning my head back to hear Rose and
Lisa, I noticed the guy with the black cap walking among
the dead. Then I caught a look from Mr. Kinek. I didn't
want to get yelled at like Dickert, so I closed my eyes quick
and went back to being dead.
I lay perfectly still and tried to slow my breathing, con
centrating on moving my chest just enough to get air. I
relaxed the muscles in my face, and tried to shut out all the
sounds of the gym. After a while I felt peaceful, and I
started to slip away. You'd be surprised the things that
occur to you, on the twilight of sleep, when you're just
about dead. I imagined I was on my back in my coffin,
only for some reason there wasn't any top, so I could read
part of the headstone as they lowered me down. "Here
Lies Little Keegan." I couldn't see the date. As I sunk
deeper into the grave, I looked up at the people along the
edge. Big Keegan, Dad, was there and Mom was next to
him. In one hand I saw her fingers working the worn beads
of her rosary, and her lips twitched with prayer. She had
her arms crossed like she was in a straitjacket.
Dad wasn't even looking at her. Patrick and Andrew
and Sean stood by, all with the same blank look on their
faces as Dad. And as my coffin disappeared into the dark-
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ness I heard him speak. "Well," he said, "that took longer
than we thought."
I guess I should've been mad, but I wasn't. I don't care
what Dad says or doesn't say anymore. All I knew was
that the dirt was coming in on me, one shovelful at a time,
dropping down from the blue sky a hundred miles up.
couldn't move my arms and I couldn't move my legs and
only my face was left to be covered. I knew I should be
trying
move, trying to break free. And I felt just a sec
ond of panic and I think I was about to come to, and that's
when I heard Michael's voice. It sounded so familiar at
first that I couldn't place it. But the voice was crystal clear,
as if he was whispering in my ear when he said, "Don't
fight it."
For some reason the voice calmed me, and once I real
ized who it was it made perfect sense because he was right
there next to me, in the grave one over. Our coffins no
farther apart in the Consolata Garden Cemetery than our
incubators were at Queen of Heaven Hospital almost six
teen years ago. Twins born six weeks premature. Too small
to live. Bad hearts. Even though I came out first, he was
bigger, and they thought he'd be the one who might live.
That's why he got Michael and I got Keegan. But then he
turned for the worse and nobody knew why. And I can
see Father O'Donnell with his hand on Mom's shoulder.
Best to pray God takes them quickly. So in charged the
priests and we were baptized and confirmed and we both
received Anointing of the Sick. Only Michael got Last
Rights, but you can be sure they kept the page marked.
For those two days we were side by side under the glare
of that electric light. I lay still in the incubator next to yours
and tried to remember what that felt like. My throat went
tight and was hard for me to draw even a breath and the
air that I forced in and out made a wet noise. Through my
eyelids I could sense the shine from the light above me;
and I could hear the steady buzz the light gave off, and I
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could feel the strange warmth, warmth they thought was
saving me. I realized I wasn't breathing and searched in
the void for my heartbeat. Its pumping rhythm slowed
like the wheels of a train coming to some unstoppable end.
The currents of my blood waned and then froze and there
was no movement in my body. I waited for the rising I
knew was just ahead, the rising that would set me free and
the pure white light that would transform me and it was
right there and I was so close I heard the words "Hey,
Lazarus."
My eyes popped open and I looked straight up into
the big gym light that hangs over center court. I felt the
sweat on my cheeks. My heart was beating. The light was
bitter and I turned my head and saw the black cap wres
tler standing over my body. Up close I could see it was
Nicky Natale, a freshman who sits behind me in Sister
Teresita's religion class. Nicky looked different without a
shirt and tie
I sat up, looked around. The drill was over. The
wounded were up and staggering off the court. I guess
nobody was coming for the dead.
Nicky said, "You Keegan Flannery?"
I got my feet. I couldn't tell if he was pretending not
to know me or really didn't.
"Morgan wants to see you. In his office. Pronto."
Morgan's the wrestling coach. He teaches sophomore
social studies. 1 hear he can't spell medieval. Nicky went
left toward the wrestling room and I went right toward
the lockers.
I dumped my "Dead" sign in the garbage can by the
pay phone. Coming up the stairs were Mr. Kinek and the
doctor. Both were staring at the clipboard and smiling so I
guess the disaster was a big success. I wanted to know if I
did okay being dead, but Mr. Kinek brushed past me like I
was invisible. You'd think he might tell me if I at least
might pass health now, or if he was going to send that file
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off to Washington and tell the President I was the only kid
in Allentown, Pennsylvania, who couldn't do ten pull ups.
You know when I was a kid, I didn't mind being small.
I didn't care that I got all the cruddy parts in the school
plays like the Little Drummer Boy in the Christmas Pag
eant. And to tell you the truth, I don't care now. Some
times I wish people would stop pretending like I'm nor
mal. When I started here two months back, everybody
acted like I was Flannery boy genius number four. Father
Halderman patted my head and Sister Regina tried to pinch
my cheeks. Only senile Sister Cecilia Agnes, who's mis
filed half the library and who ignores fire drills, let any
thing slip. When I was introduced to her she shook my
hand and looked me square in the eye. "Of course," she
said, "the sickly one."
Mr. Kinek disappeared and I walked down into the
locker room. I kept my head down and shuffled to the
back, toward the coaches' office. The whole locker room is
beneath the home team bleachers, so the ceiling angles
down and you can see the metal underbelly of the steps.
The top of the door to the coaches' office is cut at a fortyfive degree angle, which is about the only thing I've fig
ured out in geometry class. Coach Morgan stood in this
crooked doorway talking down to somebody, a man with
a cap and tool belt. The heat was coming back on.
When Morgan saw me coming close he smiled and said
something that made the man look back at me and go away.
Then Morgan reached his hand out to me, like he wanted
to shake. No adult shakes your hand unless he wants some
thing. He squeezed my hand and my knuckles crunched.
His smile widened and I saw a vein rise on his neck. His tshirt was two sizes too small and had printed across it in
two rows, "A Little Pain Never Hurt Anybody."
Morgan's not too tall, but he's thick. He graduated from
Our Lady fifteen years ago, but came back after Vietnam.
They say this place has a gravity it.
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He led me into the office, ducking beneath an angled
girder. He sat at a wooden desk scarred with forty odd
years of graffiti history. I grabbed an aluminum fold-out
and sat across from him. Right away I knew one leg was
short because the chair tottered back and forth, so I had to
sit real still.
"You know Bill Miscio?" Morgan asked.
I know Miscio from biology and geometry. He's small
like I am, but he's really fast—the kind of guy that gets
picked early in gym. Everybody always says he's got heart.
"His mom called twenty minutes ago. He's sick as a
dog. Can't make the match today."
I nodded my head, like this meant something to me.
He picked a manual off the desk and started flipping
through it. The cover was a cartoon of some kid running
into the end zone, holding up a football in one hand and a
textbook in the other. He asked me, "What do you know
about AA sports regulations?"
I wasn't sure where all this was going, and I guess
Morgan saw that in my face, because he stood up and closed
the door. Then he looked around, scanning the tiny office
like he was making sure we were really alone.
"Look," Morgan said, "Halderman. . .Father
Halderman, has cut my wrestling budget
the bone. He
says there's no interest. He wants to maybe start a golf
team or some nonsense like that. It's bad enough I have to
forfeit my 185-pounder every week. But Bugalski's a pound
and a half over and he's not gonna make it. Now Miscio's
out. If I can't field ten wrestlers, we have to forfeit today's
match. And if that happens, we'll have one foot in the
grave."
He slipped up onto a comer of the desk and leaned
toward me. "Ever wrestle?"
I told him I hadn't.
"That's okay. We can teach you. And look, Billy said
you're a nice kid so I'll be straight with you. I don't need
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you to win. I just want a warm body who can make 98 to
weigh in. I don't care what happens after that."
Keegan Flannery, Warm Body. Finally a position I was
perfectly suited for. Here was someone who wanted noth
ing more from me than to be a loser.
Morgan slid off the desk. "Let's check your weight."
Over in the comer was a beat up scale. He set it at 98
and told me to slip out of my shoes. When I stepped on,
the metal pointer arm didn't move. Morgan lifted it with
finger and let it fall. It clunked without bouncing even a
little, and Morgan smiled at the sound. "That's at least
ten pound drop."
He tapped the countermeasure back, reading the num
bers off. "Eighty-nine.. .eighty-seven.. .eighty-five..."
Finally the end of the metal arm rose softly and hov
ered, wavering in the air. "Eighty-four and a half," he said,
then turned back to the desk.
I looked closely at the scale. "Three quarters."
"What?" He came back and squinted at me.
"My weight," I said. "I weigh eighty-four and threequarters."
His face was close to mine now. His eyes shifted to the
scale, and he reached and barely touched the countermea
sure. "Sure," he said, "eighty-four and three-quarters."
He sat up on the edge of the desk and I put my shoes
back
"If you did this," Morgan said, "I would consider it a
personal favor. Do you know what that means?"
I had no idea, but nodded my head.
Morgan started talking again, saying he'd give me a
ride home, and I heard some bit about not having any
trouble passing his class next year.
I was thinking about what happened on the court, try
ing to convince myself it was a dream even though I knew
it wasn't. I was thinking about Jerry's and the fresh com
ics waiting for me. The office was small and I didn't want
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to say no to him so I figured I'd say I had to use the bath
room and disappear. The words were right in my mouth
when I heard him say, "Besides, Three-quarters, we'll make
a man out of you."
And it occurred to me at that moment that the whole
time we were talking, Morgan never used my name, and I
looked up at him and said, "I'll do it."
Somebody found some old sweats and Morgan led me
over to the wrestling room. It was a lot like a torture cham
ber. I didn't understand half of what he said, but that didn't
matter.
And that's how I ended up, two hours after being dead,
bouncing up and down on the edge of the wrestling mat,
rolled flat across the basketball court, wondering if that
bulldog could get loose. He was alongside the mat, and
the cheerleader that held his leash didn't seem to notice
that he was snapping and barking at me. Somebody had
put a big piece of white tape on the front of the dog's collar
so it looked like a priest's. I saw slobber drip from the
dog's mouth onto the floor. Morgan stood on one side of
me and told me I'd do fine.
before he pushed me out,
I saw Angela Martin walk out and sit on one of the chairs
behind me, with the other wrestlers. She had changed into
jeans and was carrying a white box with a red cross on it. I
wondered what was inside.
When I reached the center of the mat, I stood in the
stance that Morgan showed me and put one foot forward
and laid it on the line like I was supposed
I kept my
head down and stared at the empty line across from my
foot and listened to the dog barking and the low sound
coming from the Bethlehem Viking's bench. It was a rum
bling chant I couldn't understand and it went faster and
faster and stopped with three loud shouts and all at once
my opponent's foot appeared on that other line. The
sneaker twitched like something inside it was alive and
trying to get out, straining against the dirt-gray laces. Then
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I saw it was his whole forward leg that was twitching with
short quick beats, even up through where it bent inside a
bruised knee pad. Just past that bend, a muscle rose like a
sudden island on his thigh. Half was inside the singlet
and half was outside, but you could see it was all just the
same.
No part of his body was still; it dipped and swayed on
the spring of his knees. His hands floated in the space be
tween us, waiting to reach for me. Warm-up sweat slicked
back the black hair on his arms, and gave a shine to the
roundness of his shoulders. The straps of his singlet cut
into the tightness of his chest with each deep, steady breath.
I remembered Morgan telling me to keep my eyes on his
waist and not to look at his head, because then it's easy to
get faked out. But even as I was thinking this, I felt my
eyes rising to my opponent's face, where his eyes, much to
my surprise, were waiting for me.
They were clear and sharp and he didn't seem
no
tice that I was looking straight at them. He stared at me,
stared through me, his face only a foot or two away. As
soon as our eyes met I wanted to look away, but I couldn't.
His head weaved and rolled and all the while his eyes held
mine. His lips curled and I saw the white of his teeth and
I knew he could read everything about me from my face. 1
felt the sharp pinch of my chin strap against a zit on my
jaw. I realized I had sucked my lower lip into my mouth
and gripped it between my teeth. For some reason I
couldn't make my eyes blink, and I felt them drying.
The ref came over and leaned in between us, and when
he said, "Shake hands gentlemen," his voice told me what
he saw. He looked at my frozen body with my hands
planted on my legs, and he saw the medical tape pulling
the straps together in the back of my singlet so it wouldn't
fall. As the ref stepped away from us we must have seemed
strange reflections of each other. Here was a body in mo-
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tion, the same height and about the same weight as mine,
but everything my body was not.
I held out my hand and he slapped at it and there was
a sting in my palm and the sharp shot of the ref's whistle,
and suddenly my opponent's face was gone and I could
see the other team's coach standing straight across from
me off the edge of the mat. Something rammed my gut
and I thought I was falling but instead I started coming
up, away from the mat completely. I looked down at the
top of my opponent's head, tight to my stomach. His arms
wrapped around me and I felt the squeeze of air leaving
my body. For a second I was taller than the referee but
then came the spinning of colors and my eyes closed. The
back of my head bounced and my teeth caught a piece of
the inside of my cheek. My eyes came open and I caught a
flash of the ceiling and the light before he was on me. His
chest across my chest. One arm shot around my neck and
the other scooped behind my leg and he brought his hands
together and my nose just about whacked my knee as I
was yanked beneath him into the darkness. My spine
curved and he began tilting me back and forth, trying to
get my shoulders flat to pin me.
I couldn't move. I knew there was nothing I could do,
so I just waited for the end of things. But in that rocking
darkness, I felt Michael's presence again. I felt the strange
slickness of my brother's arms around me, and the wet
warmth of his body in my arms. Then the white light split
the sightless void, and he began slipping away, rising to
ward the escape. But my hand caught hold of Michael's
ankle, and it was soft like jelly and I pulled him down as
easily as a balloon on a string, but only because he did not
struggle. Even when my hands pulled on his shoulders
and pushed him down, away; even when I stood on his
body and shoved myself up, my brother never fought.
Somehow I've always known it was my fault. Up till
that moment on the mat, I'd forgotten how.
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Of course, I didn't figure all this out at the time. I mean,
one minute I was drifting toward that brightness and the
next there's this horn blast and a smack on the mat and
Morgan's waving me back to the bench. He sat me down
and told Angela to get me some water. Then he looked in
my face and yelled to bring the bucket too.
I was glad when they finally left me alone, and I sat on
the floor behind the bench and hung a towel over my head
and sorted out what I'd seen. I'm happy in a way,
fi
nally know the details. Now some things make sense.
Once I knew for sure the way things were supposed to
be, what God's original plan was, I wanted to talk to some
body about
Michael was supposed to have lived, and I
was supposed to have died, but I'd screwed things up. But
it felt like there was something more, some puzzle piece
that was missing from the big picture.
I thought talking it out might help. So tonight, when
we pulled up our chairs to the dinner table and started in
on the Shake 'n' Bake pork chops, Dad and Andrew and
Sean and me, I couldn't help but think about how things
used to be. How once upon a time I couldn't wait to sit
down at the table so I could tell Dad all the stories of my
day.
I used to do things just to tell him about, just
tell the
story. Like when I bought a garage sale copy of The Guinness
Book of World's Records and tried all summer long to break
one. I hula hooped for almost an hour while Sean laughed
at me and my house of cards I never got past two stories.
And down in the basement on my hands and knees, I'd
turn time and time again to the clacking of tumbling domi
noes chasing after me. But all the while I was bending
those cards or stacking those dominoes, I wasn't thinking
about the world record. I was thinking about telling Dad.
About telling him that I'd done something nobody else
anywhere had ever done. Having a record or anything
that nobody else had.
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But tonight, just like always, I never said a word and
Dad never said a word. These dinners at the dining room
table happen a couple times a month, on weekends when
Andrew and Sean come home from East Stroudsburg.
Andrew's a junior and Sean's a sophomore. We used to go
out a lot. O'Rourke's and The Oak Table. Now Andrew
makes dinner and I help. We even ordered pizza last
month.
Andrew and Sean talked college stuff. Andrew forked
a second baked potato and finished some story about an
interesting case discussed in his law class. Sean reached
across my plate for the butter and bragged about the thir
teen foul shots in a row he made at basketball practice.
Dad just nodded his head. They never get the hint. I got
the hint a long time ago, and maybe that's when I started
listening so much. But tonight I wanted to talk about what
I'd seen on the mat, and toward the end neither of them
was talking for a few seconds and I was about open my
mouth, when out of nowhere comes Andrew with, "Do
you think Mom might come home? For Christmas?"
I looked up to Dad's face but he didn't look surprised.
He should've seemed angry or upset, but he didn't show
anything. He touched his napkin to the comer of his mouth
and he said, "We'll see."
After I cleared the table and Sean and Andrew went
out and Dad went back to his study, I came up here to my
bed to talk to the person who's involved the most.
There was a time when I used to pray to Michael. Not
so much prayers as just talk. When Dad stopped listening,
I needed someone else, and for a while it was Michael. I'd
imagined him, complete with wings, sitting on a cloud and
listening to my little worries.
I lay here tonight in my bed and went through the
whole story, looking for the missing piece, but all I could
think about was what he said to me back in the grave. On
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the court. That was a pretty mean thing to say. But I guess
he had his reasons.
I tried to remember exactly how he said it, so I could
figure out how mad he was. But his voice seemed lost, so
I huddled under the quilt and slipped my head under the
pillow and tried to feel the dirt covering my face and lis
tened and hoped for his voice to come again, though it
never did. But I did get a message.
I guess all the stuff about petitions is right after all, be
cause it happened as soon as I asked. Just when I whis
pered into my pillow "Tell me how to make things right" I
was back where I wanted to be, back at my grave.
Only it was different the second time. I wasn't in my
body anymore and the burial was complete. I stood across
the mound from Mom and Dad and the boys but they
couldn't see me. I sensed a swelling in the fresh soil. My
halo rose up through the ground, beaming so bright I
couldn't see my new face at all. Wings, white and pure,
sprang from the muscles in my shoulders. They barely
pulsed and the rest of my body, hard as oak, lifted easily
from the earth. It was clean and naked, and it was the
body I could've had.
None of them saw it rising up, and even I didn't follow
its ascent. If I had, I would've missed the whole reason
Michael brought me to that place. My eyes fixed on the
headstone, where now I could see the date carved plainly
in stone.
I know I should be angry or upset, but I'm not. I don't
feel much of anything. Not even afraid. After all, what
am I really losing? I understand, I think, how things have
to be set right, how there has to be a balance. And that's
why, as I lie in my bed, it doesn't make me mad to know
that I will not live to see my sixteenth birthday, two weeks
from tonight.
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Moaning
Sure, pain tracks us down like a freight train—
but why rush out
greet it?
Why honeymoon at our demolition?
I can will it, this slo-mo ride
to being gutted. But why drive my ex-hope
down Volunteer and stop for you each time?
Am I shape-noting a hymn from
your "See ya' round"?
Freeze-frame me before I made my move
like a postcard of Niagara Falls frozen,
millions of pressurized tons stopped in ice.
See all those happy tourists tobogganing below!
Or at least freeze your "no" into one colossal jolt
instead of these cubes I keep melting in my mouth.

Stop the past from hurtling forward.
Then you never said, If you were younger....
Slammed against your sudden change of heart
I had to stop my car in the Plaza parking lot
try to remember why my body was
surrounding my heart.

I want to buy a ticket for the spring thaw.
The roar of Niagara will drown those happy sledders
if they don't get their asses out of town.
I want to roar like the Midnight Special—
a blues engine, one lone wailing blotto:
one honey of a steel-throated sound
that won't slow down for you.
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Exit Only
Some nights you want to get in your car
and just drive east
to chase the dawn
or rise up
meet it
with the largest styrofoam cup
of muddy Chevron station coffee available
that wants to be café con leché but can't
because you're in North Tampa, in Angloville,
too near the university for divergent culture
without a map of the Southeastern United States—
you don't plan this, it just happens
you can't read the damn thing
anyway and someone
or Alex is beside you
through the midnight blinding storms on I-4—
we pee on the shoulder
because there are no rest stops
on eastbound 4 or welcome centers
there's nothing welcome about this highway
except its race to the ocean—
one U-turn decides that Cocoa Beach
is the exit you want
following the signs for Cape Canaveral
and when you finally stop and start
wandering barefoot across the star-spangled sand
the wind kicks up, throwing the Atlantic ocean
against the green silk ankle-length skirt
you wish you could shed
because it's wet now and cold
so you sit in the lee of Lois' Lounge
live music nightly, open 24 hours,
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hugging your knees
wanting Alex to touch your palm or cheek
but he can't because Chana always presses against his
brain stem
reminding him of her broken faith
so instead he makes love to your mind
even though the waves remind him
of From Here To Eternity also—
your body throbs
from toes to kneebacks to groin to breasts
with a vision of him naked on this dune
exposing all blemishes and hair
and browned, broad latissimus dorsi
when the light breaks over the Atlantic
gray light, too weak to push
aside piles of cumulonimbus crowding the horizon
you realize you've picked a lousy morning
but Alex encourages your curled body's sleep
as he manipulates the car away
from your disappointment, tracing the reverse route
to the University
get his bike
kisses your cheek
promises
write.
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Preacher Man Dreams
Days come when I want to wear three-piece, seer-sucker
suits
and a wide-brimmed straw hat. I imagine my armpits
drooling
and yellowing my white starched shirt. I would put this
guise on
like a hood, and with my fists I would pound a steady time,
like bells pealing on a dead man's departure, the Lord's
own metronome;
I'm a Preacher Man calling, Preacher Man praying, Preacher
Man, Amen.
The South's humidity is my birthright, a veil betwixt me
and the Lord—
a great gulf fixed by my maker. The tar-slagged roads stick
my tires like sins to me; I roll through them unaware
of what I leave behind. I have come
testify
all you
gathered here
today in this tinderbox church of my fathers, but no sound
comes.

Has the holy ghost left us, and made our South a grimy
strumpet
of all that it had been or come to be? I see the pastures
thick with tares.
There are red oaks and rivers that I know, and I am never
lost
on these two-laned backroads. My thoughts flutter back
and forth between
the road and my mind/while my wife sleeps, pillows in
her sunlit lap.
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"My grandfather was a preacher, and so goes my ancestry
back
to the first Crutcher off the twisting ship. Men of the cloth,
every one.
Their palpable history wafts and enfolds me with
billowing black robes
and periwigged gents: Condemning, Absolving,
Repenting. It seems I have
a right to claim privileges of God. I cannot stem my
judgement, brethren.

"I have come, I think, to tell you that the South has sinned.
Christ told me.
God told me. I want no love offering for this divination,
but we must be
bold and swift in our condemnation." My fist in the air,
veins swollen,
but the congregation flaps its palm fans and politely checks
the time. I
implore: "My daddy was no farmer: I am no city-whipped
typewriter agrarian,
but for the mercy of Christ, there has to be a way for me to
stand
on the bluffs of Fort Donelson, watch the Cumberland
River, and be able
to shut out the wailing moan of farmers and yeoman whose
blood
soaked these roots. God-a-mighty, all lambs die for You.
My hat in hand,
is all I can do to stand here before you, brethren, my
mouth open,
my heart running over, my lips ready, my flock dispersed."
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DAN BELLM
Siren song
The older hikers are staring into the water—
it looks too hard to get down to it over the rocks—

and the woman tells her husband, it's all right,
she's close enough, she's seen enough,
but she doesn't sound convinced and he knows it, turning
away—
he's tired now, but she would like to go further, as I
am going, because I still have strong legs and good boots
she envies, I suppose, almost lured to try, and then

they're gone. It takes me only a minute to clamber down
and ford the swampy inlet, wet to the waist,

and I'm swimming to the raised tip of the dead limb
at the center of Shirley Lake like one preserved past age
in the delicious chill, a chill that calls to mind
how geniuses are having their brains frozen now

against a future they trust will remember them
and sigh for their return, but what if
your brain isn't your best feature
or your noblest part, as if even the noblest skull-mass
isn't past useful freeze-drying at the point of death,
shocked too often by blips of logic or passion,
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too many of its little brilliancies lost in corridors
like books misfiled in the library and therefore lost,

simply not there? So I wish my legs to be iced up instead
for striding and climbing through as much of time as I am
able,

walking ahead of others as I have always left my
companions
irritably lagging a yard or so behind
but haven't the bones shifted place themselves
under the sedimentary loosening sway of the spine

and the muscles come unmoored enough under the pubic
bone
to make my youth unreturnable
me even in the age

when the cryogenic dead shall be raised incorruptible?
And this is why a pain shot down the leg this morning

as soon as the hiking boot went on, the sorry limb
knew was being summoned for another test of greatness
and thought about failing graciously with a small thankyou,
staying to recline in the hotel lobby in the valley
stroked by the coffinlike plush of the sofas,
guessing at how it will be to stir inside the box for
centuries

whenever the earth contracts and settles
under the compacting entrance of more and more death,
its weakest joint, the sprained V
of its gone sexual exuberance, numbing slightly
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at the arrivals of beings it cannot shift or turn to nestle
against
because there is always more numbing,
more separation into ever finer dust,
a decomposition as patient as this granite's into the
meadow

and so I swim back seriously shivering
to sun myself, naked as a siren on the rock,
one of the immortal beauties, a warning, a temptation,
combing my silvering
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SHANE BOOK
Poets
When a poem decides it must be written
it will write itself
on the insides of your eyelids.

The insides are where privacy lives.
This tissue,
that through a microscope,
looks like angel food cake
dyed red,
this is the fence for thinking,
this is where
all the prayer calls
of the mullahs are etched.

So what of the sharp knife
that cleaves flesh
from the bone
of a bird?
Give us good words
and we will make
silver.
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Starless
I am dreaming my father in the hot darkness of a tobacco
bam. Thin spaces between the pine slats steal outside light
as the kerosene heater imitates hell. Yellow leaves hang
from sticks stacked to the rafters that are the black upper
limit of my sleep. Starless, I am barefoot on this Virginia
earth, making contact with the ground that drifts through
all the years of my past and beyond—it carries my father's
birth cry in its belly, along with arrowheads and the whis
pering centuries of ghosts. When I am awake I hope to
talk with my father, on a Blue Ridge meadow, where rhodo
dendron slips from our mouths and blooms into words of
our own making.
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Mortality Play

SO that I could play hero, somebody always had to die.
That was the rule. Usually Patti offered. Patti died of
mysterious causes, unnamed diseases, and I would lay her
to rest on a stony bier, tattooed with lichen, by the end of
her driveway. As a corpse, she liked being dragged around
the yard by her ankles, except when I pulled her across the
impacted molars of granite in the lawn. Patti and I were
lovers. Holding hands, strolling through a battlefield, a
city street, a fantastic kingdom as we imagined her stark
yard to be, I told her when to die. And she would fall at
my feet, dead.
In our repertory circle, my younger brother, Allen, and
Patti's younger brother, Paul, when they weren't playing
our children, stood against us as the bad men. Allen seemed
to like the notoriety it brought him (he was so quiet, it was
hard to tell), and Paul liked monsters (the good guys were
not allowed to growl). The scenarios usually involved a
werewolf, to accommodate Paul. We shot him again and
again, but we had no silver bullets, so he chased us still,
snarling and well perforated by the end of the day. If we
asserted that we had successfully killed Paul, he would
dispute it or cry to his mother. Mrs. Lockhart, tripping
down off the screen porch with a gin and tonic in hand,
always ruled that Paul was not dead, or had risen from the
dead in the first place, and how then could we kill some
one already dead?
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One morning, after a phone call, my mother drove us
down to Patti's house. My brother and I sat in the back
seat expecting to get out and to play at death again. Lately
we'd played at the beach down the street. Water gave us
variations on our dramas. Now Patti would drown, Allen
was a pirate, and Paul was the creature from the Black La
goon, or if he was annoying us, the Pink Lagoon. I was
still hero, though in retrospect, I never saved anyone. The
privilege had lain entirely in bearing the body to prepara
tion for burial or disposal. Last rites, the valedictory kiss
on her lips—the end. I couldn't get enough of it. Once at
the Lockhart's house, Allen and I tried to scramble out of
the car but our mother told us to stay right where we were.
Mrs. Lockhart came out of the house with Patti in her
arms. My mother raised the hatch of our station wagon
and Patti was deposited in the bed. Mrs. Lockhart ex
plained that Patti was unable to move her legs, and we
were going to the doctor. Sullen, I did not talk to Patti the
entire trip. She was crying and calling to her mother hys
terically. If this drama metastasized I would have my open
ing—I hoped the car would crash. Mrs. Lockhart rode back
wards in the front seat (easier then when no one actually
wore seat belts), and tried calm Patti; salvos of comfort
and panic lobbed over my head. If Patti were
die for
real, or be crippled, I wanted the glory that would be Mrs.
Lockhart's. When Patti was gone and buried, I wanted the
television reporters to talk to me about what happened.
It's only natural to feel this way, isn't it?
The waiting room at the pediatrician's office had
Babaar, Tonka trucks, Curious George, toy stethoscopes and
my favorite book, The Fire Cat. My mother sat brushing
her bangs out of her eyes. Shortly, Mrs. Lockhart appeared
and Patti was walking alongside. Quietly we drove home
and Patti was sent to take a nap. The doctor had not found
anything physically wrong, my mother explained later.
Brazenly, the doctor had performed hypnosis, suggesting
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to Patti that she had been through an operation and that
her life was now saved. My mother said something about
Lockharts being too highly strung, and no wonder the kids
start mimicking their parents by having panic attacks. Patti
had taken our game to a higher level for a day, but my
mother wouldn't play along.
I'm pretty sure this all happened. The details of the
place and the time are few, vague, and perhaps wrong in
places. Our car was a mint green Volvo with black vinyl
upholstery that seared my thighs in the summer. The head
rests framed my mother's graying hair, and with her short
haircut, the way the arm of her glasses chafed the skin be
hind her ears. The Lockharts had the same car, plum, the
only difference being the chrome posts to which the
seatbelts for the back seat were mounted. Their yard, our
yard, had grass, some oaks that have since died, replaced
by evergreens. Their house had wide pine siding, arranged
vertically, stained brown. My house was beige with yel
low shutters, home to gypsy moths and spiders, and had
an orange front door. The road to their house from ours
was once dirt, and I loved the paving machines when they
came to ready our neighborhood for suburbia. It was as if
the circus had come
town. The lake had two beaches;
we went to Beach 1 because fewer of the older bossier chil
dren swam there since it was the weedier. The forgotten
background embeds these details; it is palpable and gray
and mysterious, like our latent cerebra.
The summer after the eighth grade, Herbert Swanson
drowned in the pond right by my parents' new home. The
circumstances were mysterious, though not sinister in any
way. Last I heard, it was unclear—to my mind—whether
he had hit his head and lost consciousness or had just suc
cumbed to fatigue in the four feet of water in which he
was found. Four feet of water, he must have hit his head,
right? But was the evening, and Herbert had been hours
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late for dinner, so it was possible that currents or even cu
rious and hungry fish had nudged him toward the shore—
the kibbies were always pretty aggressive. The man who
found Herbert had noticed a towel and a pair of glasses
propped on a bike seat, but didn't see anyone in the water.
After swimming two laps around the pond, the man, for
his cool-down the newspaper said, paddled around the area
near the kiddie float where he found Herbert.
Because I was afraid to ask my mother for a ride, I at
tended neither the memorial service nor the funeral. Be
sides I was not his friend—he had none—and would have
been ashamed appear. I had no regrets to express to his
parents. The Swansons were elderly—Herbert had been
surprise of sorts—and had grandchildren already. Their
house sagged a little in the roof, and mildewed paint curled
up from the clapboard like birch bark from the trunk.
Moreover, I was then irrationally afraid of poor people,
afraid that they would ask me for money.
Other children went and had no problems. The popu
lar boys attended. Our future high school quarterback and
town highway worker, Patrick Shea, had goaded Herbert
as best he could, but Herbert kept smiling, even laughing,
at the jibes, simply because they were funny. Large, blond
and walleyed, Herbert had repeated grades twice, and in
the football games during recess, he gleefully knocked
heads with everyone.
Before Herbert died, in science class Ms. Wasielewski
hung a chart of the evolution of man and woman. We snick
ered at the breasts of Neanderthal woman, and most of the
boys made fun of homo sapiens, calling him a pansy. Our
teacher defended homo sapiens—brain over brawn—and
I felt part of that club. Once, for an oral report, Patrick
Shea made a case for the superiority of homo erectus in
front of the class (it was always more his class than hers),
emphatically scratching his crotch and keeping a straight
face.
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After they, homo erecti, had earned suspensions for
knocking me senseless behind the pommel horse, they re
cruited Herbert, sweet Herbert, to trample me during gym,
in the halls, while waiting for the bus. Because the punish
ment he meted out wasn't particularly personal, I came to
accept his benign thumpings, as if I were performing a
public service. When Herbert broke my nose late in the
eighth grade, I was rather proud when I saw, through the
mirage of my pain, Herbert getting pats on the back and
praise from his mentors. Herbert's breaking my nose was
his best moment, and perhaps the most one could expect
of him. His only skill, thumping me, we were all about to
outgrow. For me and for him then, his death was seren
dipitous, and both our prospects brightened.
Next door, my neighbor's son has just moved back home.
After a week of hammering, sawing, radio blaring and
cursing, he (I'm afraid I don't know his name) has finished
the basement and made it livable. Next door to next door,
his wife lives with their two children, and today, from the
garden, I saw them all together, peacefully returning from
somewhere. He and she didn't talk, which, from the looks
on the children's faces, I gathered was a good thing.
Sadie, my girlfriend, has stopped working in the gar
den. The last time she did, our neighbor's son chatted with
her all afternoon from the other side of the chain-link fence.
He asked Sadie to lunch. When she said that she was sorry,
she was happily living with her boyfriend, he said that
there's never enough happiness, why not give him a chance
to show her a good time?
Worked only by myself, the garden takes all my free
time, and I still do not get everything done that I would
like. The privet hedge suffers incursions of sumac and
maple and elm. A grove of bindweed has emerge by the
bed of poppies and next to the compost pile. Our neigh
bor talks to me now, but I don't much interest him. He's
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friendly enough, but, but.. . well. When, after Sadie and
had spent a week camping, I spread out the tent in the back
yard for cleaning, our neighbor was curious. Did we zip
our sleeping bags together? Was our campsite private?
Now we keep the shades drawn on his side of our apart
ment. It's too bad; that's where the flower bed is and
whence the coolest breezes in the summer blow.
Even with their fingers tangled in the oxidized gray
chain-link of the fence, his daughters seem to be looking in
rather than looking out; I don't mind playing prisoner.
When they watch me work and ask me what I am doing,
I'm happy to answer. "I am spreading mulch around the
tomatoes so they don't bum up." "This is a push reel
mower. It doesn't use gas." "I am cutting the peat pots
open to give the roots room to spread into the soil." They,
Lisa and Kimberly, find me entertaining, and soothing
probably. When they ask about my wife, I go along with
it. "She is pretty, isn't she?" "She works in Boston." "No,
she's not pregnant."
Children by me and Sadie seem impossible. She works
days, I nights; within or without marriage, concupiscence
has become theoretical, the way the laws of physics eschew
friction. Quietly and neatly, we attend to the mechanics of
home. When our scheduled free time overlaps, we say
hello, and remind each other to take out the garbage, to
pick up milk, to return phone calls to each other's parents.
In bed, we help each other find blissful rest. Our sheets
are clean and square to the mattress. The box fan blows on
our bodies, but there are no flames to nourish, only the
sweat of our daily labor to wick away.
Our problem is that I am terrible. During the day I
launder our clothes, smoke cigarettes, wash the kitchen
floor, smoke cigarettes, shop for groceries, smoke cigarettes.
After I leave for work, I smoke cigarettes there until ten or
ten-thirty. When I arrive home at twelve-thirty, I stink. A
quick shower to wash my hair and hands. I shampoo my
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moustache twice. Even after I brush my teeth, floss, and
gargle, smoke passes through my nose from my lungs and
spills onto Sadie's face when I kiss her. She rolls over, tells
me I stink, tells me I'm hurting myself, killing myself. But
I will quit, as soon as I am serious, as soon as I stop fooling
around.
Just after I graduated college, Ron Lundgaard fell off his
skateboard and hit his head on the curb. Ron had lost his
driver's license. My mother told me that he had been drunk
again—he crashed in the late morning on his way to work—
and he had swerved out into the road. When the car had
borne down on him, he jumped or fell off and landed head
first on the new curbing the Wilton highway department
had just installed as part of the renovation of the historic
center of town. At the funeral parlor, Ron lay for viewing,
his face matte orange with makeup. The mortician had
propped his head up, giving Ron preternatural jowls. A
patch of hair above his temple had been shaved; perhaps
the surgeon had drilled a hole there to relieve pressure on
his brain, which, in life, had been, precisely, Ron's goal all
along.
Many of the high school teachers who had given up on
him as a waste of time were there. I said hello and re
minded them who I was. They congratulated me on fin
ishing college, and wasn't it a shame that Ron never had
the chance? Ron's divorced parents emerged from a back
room and stood to receive visitors. Mrs. Lundgaard was
the mother all the fathers hoped would show up at the
games. Our mothers loathed her. Mrs. Lundgaard watched
our games wearing cut-off jeans and a black bikini top. Her
support was vocal, her appearance distracting. Opposing
pitchers often lost their concentration. Each game she at
tended that summer, we won. Often the other team pushed
across the winning run for us by stringing together four or
five walks. Now, again clad in black, Mrs. Lundgaard was
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still very beautiful. I expressed to her my sympathies and
she began to weep. She left the room, and her former hus
band apologized, and hoped that I understood. "Were you
and Ron friends?" he asked.
"No," I said, we were not. Ron had warmed the bench.
Too often in practice, Ron would steal off to the woods to
smoke pot. When he returned for his twenty-five cuts, he
reeked and couldn't get the ball out of the infield. After
the games, he and Patti would steal off, she told me, to the
float at Beach 1. Patti had recovered from not walking quite
well, and had gone on to sleep with many of my class
mates. I knew from them what she would and would not
do. Patti loved Ron very much, if only because he never
talked up what they did together. Ron hated rubbers be
cause he liked intimacy, Patti told me as I drove her proudly
to the free health clinic. After this second recovery we be
came lovers once more, until I left for college. When I told
her that I loved her, she would drop her shorts. That was
the rule. Later, in the letters she wrote me, she said that
she forgave Ron everything and had gone back to him. "We
just played ball together. That's all," I told his father.
The Bruce Peninsula is the northern tip of the Niagara es
carpment. Georgian Bay, part of Lake Huron, lies on the
eastern coast of the peninsula, broad and cold and precipi
tous on its shore. The Bruce Trail, sort of the Canadian
Appalachian Trail, ends in Tobermory, a blithe little port,
about 30 kilometers north of our former campsite. City
life has made me and Sadie soft. We vowed to use our
vacation time doing things the hard way, and we re
searched Ontario and found a park with pit toilets, no
showers and miles of hiking trails. After two days of driv
ing, we found wilderness. The road into the park cut
through three kilometers of swamp. Wild lilies and or
chids lined the shoulder; signs warned us of turtle cross
ings. The park ranger advised us cheerfully of the bears
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and the deadly and rare Massasagua rattlesnake. At our
campsite, the frying of potato pancakes and kielbasa at
tracted sundry flying insects, but the tent kept them off us
soon enough. A thunderstorm dropped its load in the
middle of the night, making the floor of our tent soft like a
waterbed. We had camped in a wash. I stayed awake all
night, thrilled by our being nearly helpless, amazed by the
resiliency of our nylon hemisphere. When morning came,
the excitement had abated, the puddles evaporated—the
day promised.
After breakfast, Sadie and I explored a trail marked
obliquely with red blazes spray painted every fifty yards
or so. The cliffs, playing host to parasitic cedars here and
there, loomed spectacularly over the water, and we trod
charily along the edge. Heights scare me. The idea of fall
ing many feet, accelerating logarithmically, is awfully ap
pealing. Yet, some of my friends can sit at the top of a
2,000 foot cliff, eat lunch, and not think twice. That day,
however, Sadie's vertigo instilled in me some courage, and
I held her hand.
When we arrived at the inlet where we planned to have
lunch, I jumped off a four-foot drop onto a broad sunny
ledge. Sadie paced its edge looking for a step or a handhold.
"Just jump down. You won't hurt yourself," I said.
"I can't. I know it's silly, but I'm afraid," she said.
"Hold my hands and jump. 1'11 keep you from fall
ing," I offered. She took my hands and leapt onto me.
Sadie, who is not at all fat, weighs as much as I do, and her
momentum knocked me down onto the rock. She scraped
her knee and I struck my head, but not very hard. We
shared salami and cheese sandwiches and ate dried fruit
and potato chips. On the return hike, we languished be
hind an avid group of orchid hunters.
That night a bump the size of a muffin top emerged on
my head. I felt ill and crawled out of the tent to vomit in
the woods. Sadie drove me to the nearest emergency room,
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in Tobermory. Bright lights in my eyes and X-rays revealed
that I had a concussion, and Sadie talked to me all night in
the waiting room to keep me awake. My chest cried for
nicotine and I was crabby, rude even, to my savior. Since
we were together all week, I had temporarily stopped
smoking. "You might have killed me," I said.
"I wanted to climb down and you wouldn't let me,"
Sadie said.
"All you needed to do was drop. You didn't need to
jump on me."
"I'm sorry." Sadie cried, and I got up and vomited in
the wastebasket next to the bubbler. I believed that pass
ing orderlies, exhausted nurses, and Sadie wished me to
die. My brain swelled with death, my lungs roasted with
it, my stomach churned with, and occasionally expelled, a
necrotic chowder.
In spite of myself, I recovered. Nurses, orderlies—they
wished me well. The doctor told me I shouldn't be embar
rassed. She had once, on a bet, chugged a bottle of vodka,
winning twenty bucks and a trip to the emergency room.
She too had vomited in the bubbler. Sadie and I spent the
rest of the vacation reading and slathering ourselves with
deet. When we returned to Massachusetts, Sadie and I
dropped off all the borrowed gear at my parents' house.
Since it is large and empty, Mom and Dad love having us.
Our usual family banter—a tangle of accusations—Sadie
gins with her eloquence. The rain, my fall, the orchid en
thusiasts, the emergency room, the doctor: she turned them
all into a long funny story for my parents. Most of this I
had forgotten; so it is Sadie then, our heroine, who does
the saving.
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CONTRIBUTORS
DAN BELLM ("Siren song") is a poet, translator, and jour
nalist whose work has appeared in Poetry, The Threepenny
Review, The Nation, and Triquarterly. He is the author of the
chapbook A Story In A Bottle, published in 1991.
JACQUELINE BERGER ("Myself in Them") received her
MFA from Mills College. She lives in northern California,
has studied at the Squaw Valley Community of Writers
poetry workshop with Galway Kinnell and Sharon Olds,
and has published poems in a number of national jour
nals.
SHANE BOOK ("Poets") is a poet and fiction writer, study
ing at the University of Victoria on Vancouver Island, B.C.,
Canada. For the last year he has been living in a white
Dodge Campervan.
SEAN BRENDAN-BROWN ("Last Station") graduated
from the Iowa Writer's Workshop. Some of his current
work appears in Windsor Review, Prism International, Snake
Nation Review, and Nexus. He works as a free-lance writer
in Hattiesburg, Mississippi.
SALITA BRYANT ("Incantation") is in the PhD program
in English at the University of Mississippi. Her work has
appeared in Surfacing, Miscellany, and other magazines. She
has twice won the Ella Somerville Award in poetry at the
University of Mississippi.
BENJI BORDEN ("Preacher Man Dreams") is a native of
Plantersville, Mississippi, and a recent graduate of the MA
program at the University of Mississippi.
LARRY BROWN (Introductory Essay) is a native of Ox
ford. A former captain of the Oxford Fire Department, he
is the author of five books: Facing The Music, Dirty Work,
Big Bad Love, Joe, and On Fire. His newest novel, Fathers
and Sons, will be released later this year.
ERIN E. CAMPBELL ("Exit Only") is a PhD candidate in
English at the University of Mississippi.
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ROBERT COLLINS ("Expeditions") teaches creative writ
ing and American literature at the University of Alabama
at Birmingham, where he edits the Birmingham Poetry Re
view. He received an Individual Arts Grant from the Ala
bama State Arts Council. His work has appeared in na
tional magazines such as
Connecticut Review, Piedmont
Literary Review, Phase & Cycle, and is forthcoming in Plain
songs.
NEIL CONNELLY ("The Other Keegan") lives in Lake
Charles, Louisiana, with his wife Mary, where he just com
pleted his MFAin writing at McNeese State University. His
work has also appeared in the Review, out of Lake Charles.
This story is the first part of his forthcoming novel.
DANIEL DALY ("The Sorrow Model") teaches at McNeese
State University in Lake Charles, Louisiana. His work has
appeared in Poetry, The New York Times, America, and The
Laurel Review.
MOLLY FISK ("Couples") lives in Stinson Beach, Califor
nia. She is poetry editor for the West Marin quarterly Estero
and teaches with the California Poets in the Schools. She
is a recipient of a 1995 Community Arts Grant from the
Marin Arts Council, with poet Kathy Evans,
teach po
etry at Marin County's Juvenile Hall. Her manuscript A
Question About the World was a Walt Whitman Award and
University of Arkansas Poetry Prize finalist in 1995.
THERON J HOPKINS ("Junk"), a graduate student at the
University of Mississippi, is the
recipient of the Uni
versity of Mississippi's Ella Somerville Award in fiction.
ERIC HORSTING ("Passing") teaches at Antioch College.
He was the poetry editor of The Antioch Review for five
years, and his work has appeared in Poetry East, Agni, and
other magazines.
JENNIFER JOHNSON ("Untitled") is a school librarian in
Holly Springs, Mississippi. She is a native of Texas.
MARILYN KALLET ("Moaning") is the director of creative
writing at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Her work
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has appeared in Denver Quarterly, New Letters, Carolina
Quarterly, and numerous other national magazines. She is
the author of five books with a sixth forthcoming, Worlds
In Our Words: Contemporary American Writers, co-edited
with Patricia Clark.
JUSTIN KASTNER ("A Momentary Introversion") cur
rently resides in Ohio. He attends Ohio State University
and plans to teach English and write poetry and fiction.
WILL KENYON ("Arsenic, Not Aspic") is associate editor
of The Minetta Review, the student-run literary magazine at
New York University, where he is a candidate for a master's
degree in English. A graduate of the University of Georgia
Journalism School, he is a native of South Georgia.
ATHENA O. KILDEGAARD ("Odd Numbers") is a poet
living in Oxford, Mississippi. Her poetry has recently ap
peared in The Mid-American Review and The Charlotte Po
etry Review. She also writes a regular nonfiction column
for Oxford Town, the weekly entertainment supplement to
The Oxford Eagle.
MICHAEL LIEBERMAN'S ("A Sickness") first book of po
ems, A History of The Sweetness of The World, won the 1995
Southern and Southwestern Breakthrough Series for po
etry. His next book, Goldin at Elmhurst, will appear in the
spring of 1997. He is a research pathologist interested in
cancer and the environment, and lives in Austin, Texas.
AARON Q. LONG ("Tryout"), a former MA student in
English at the University of Mississippi, is currently an MFA
student at the University of Montana.
SEAN McWILLIAMS ("Mortality Play") lives in
Louis,
Missouri, studies British history, and occasionally reviews
for Boston Book Review.
LOUIS MAZZARI ("I Strolled into a Lovely Restaurant")
lives in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, where he is the di
rector of recruitment communications for the University
of New Hampshire. He has studied with Charles Simic
and has published fiction in The Antioch Review.
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JESSE MILLNER ("Starless") is currently pursuing an MFA
in creative writing at Florida International University. His
work has appeared in Willow Springs, Gulf Stream Maga
zine, The Panhandler, and Vox. He won an Associated Writ
ing Program Intro Award for Poetry in 1995.
ALIDA MOORE ("A Requiem for the Me Decade") is a
PhD student in English at the University of Mississippi.
She is the 1996 recipient of the University of Mississippi's
Ella Somerville Award in poetry.
JIM MURPHY ("Junk Travel Through West Memphis")
graduated from the University of Missouri's undergradu
ate poetry writing program and is currently pursuing
graduate studies in poetry writing at the University of Cin
cinnati, where he has held a Taft Fellowship. His poetry
has recently appeared in
del Sol, Riverwind Annual,
Chants, and Great
Review.
ELIZABETH NUNN ("At Dusk") is currently an English
major at the University of Washington.
CHRISTOPHER PHILLIPS ("cremation") is a writer whose
poems and short stories have appeared in Black Buzzard
Review, Journal 500, Poetry Motel, and Owen Wister Review.
He is an adjunct professor at Delta State University and
an editorial consultant. He lives in Clarksdale, Mississippi.
P. CAREY RE D's ("Grief") first novel, Swimming in the
Starry River, was published by Hyperion Press in 1994. The
paperback edition is out this spring from St. Martin's Press.
Reid's fiction and poetry have appeared in Pequod, The Lit
erary Review, Poet& Critic, Webster Review, and other maga
zines.
JILL SCHENK ("In") is a senior poetry writing major at
Rhodes College in Memphis, Tennessee.
CYNTHIA SHEARER ("Radio Boys Trail A Voice") is a
novelist and the curator of Rowan Oak, William Faulkner's
home, in Oxford, Mississippi. Her first novel, The Wonder
Book Of The Air, was published in March by Pantheon
Books.
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JIM TOLAN ("Drafting the Flame") is a graduate student
in creative writing at the University of Southern Louisiana
at Lafayette. He co-edits the art and literary magazine
Cripes! and has had recent work in American Literary Re
view, The Quarterly, and Indiana Review.
ERIC MILES WILLIAMSON ("H A N G M A N")is
a recipient of a 1996 NEA fellowship for his fiction. He is
book review editor for Chelsea magazine, and his work has
appeared in or is forthcoming in such magazines as The
Georgia Review, Iowa Review, and California Quarterly. He
lives in Manhattan with his wife Melissa.
CUIHUA ZHANG ("My Third Sister") is a native of
Changchun, China. She currently lives in Oxford, Missis
sippi, with her husband and daughter, and is working on
her PhD in Teaching English as a Second Language. This
is her first work of fiction.

The Yalobusha Review congratulates this year's
winners of the University of Mississippi's cre
ative writing awards.
Ella Somerville, Fiction: Theron J Hopkins
Ella Somerville, Poetry: Alida Moore
Evans Harrington Creative Writing Scholarship:
Carri Hendricks
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A MAGAZINE FROM THE SOUTH
CONTRIBUTORS LIKE THESE:

Donna Tartt, Dennis Covington, Larry Brown, Florence King, John Grisham,
Willie Morris, Barry Hannah, Lewis Nordan, Roy Blount, Jr., Ellen Gilchrist
(not to mention William Faulkner, Eudora Welty, and Zora Neale Hurston)

EARN PRAISE LIKE THIS:

“A new and exotic literary animal. THE OXFORD AMERICAN vaults into
the upper tier of American magazines. —The Washington Post
“A standout.”—The USA Today
"Impressive.”—The Chicago Tribune

“The most promising literary magazine in the nation.”
—The (Memphis) Commercial-Appeal

“The Souths answer to THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY.”
—The (Jackson, Mississippi) Clarion-Ledger
“Wonderful.”—The Chattanooga Free Press

“Fresh, original writing. A pleasure to read.”
—The New Orleans Times-Picayune

Don’t play possum. Order THE
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"OXFORD'S COPY CENTER"

COPY TIME
1006 Van Buren Ave
Oxford, MS 38655
"Off The Square”

(tel) 601-234-2679

601-236-4000 (fax)
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■ Book Binding
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THE MATCHEAD OF REALITY

Subscription Information

Address changes must reach misnomer
one month prior to the actual change of
address. Subscriptions are nonrefundable.
Subscription rates:
U.S. Individual- $9.00/one year
U.S. Institution- $10.00/one year
Outside the U.S.- $11.00/one year, $6.00/
issue
Single issue-$5.00
misnomer is published on a biannual
basis (Fall, Spring) by Creeker Press, P.O.
Box 2 5, Oxford, MS 38655

Submission Information

misnomer accepts submissions of poetry,
short fiction (3,000 words max.), essays
about contemporary literature and related
issues (3,000 words max.), and
All submissions should be
to the ad
dress
misnomer takes no respon
sibility for unsolicited submissions and
pays one complimentary copy upon pub
lication.
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Oxford, Mississippi

If “the open road” is the way
to take in journeying through life,
surely the same applies to reading.
Let it be an adventure! Let it hap
pen! Enough buttons are being
pushed every day to make this
world increasingly unfit to live in!
—Henry Miller,
“To Read or Not
to Read,” 1962
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SUBMIT!
Send your good fiction, poetry, and
creative essays to The Yalobusha
Review, P. 0. Box 186, University,
MS, 38677-0186, or email them to
yalobush@sunsetbackbone.olemiss.edu
Annual deadline is March 1.

SUBSCRIBE!
Single issues are available by mail
for $7 (includes postage), and mul
tiple-year subscriptions are $6 a
year, from The Yalobusha Review,
P.O. Box 186, University, MS,
38677-0186. Make checks payable
to The Yalobusha Review.
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